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Shortened abstract for NTIS 
Abstract 
The Greenland Sea Gyre is studied using results from the 1988-89 Greenland Sea To-
mography Experiment. Thermal evolution of the gyre center divides into three periods: a 
preconditioning phase, a deep mixing phase, and a restratification phase. During precondi-
tioning, ice forms and rejects brine into the surface waters, enabling destabilization of the 
water column. The onset of the deep mixing phase occurs after ice formation in the gyre cen-
ter stops, resulting in an area. of open water where large heat fluxes can occur. In surrounding 
regions, including the odden region to the south, ice is still being formed, and the mixed layer 
does not deepen significantly. The effects of advection are deduced from heat and salt budgets, 
and appear to be important only during the restratification phase for intermediate depths, 
and only during the summer for the surface waters. Dynamical processes for bringing the 
Arctic Intermediate Water (AIW) to the surface in order to form deep water are not needed 
in this scenario, rather the surface waters are modified until they match the density of the 
AIW after which surface cooling drives convection. 
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The thermal evolution of the Greenland Sea Gyre is investigated using both historical 
data and tomographic results from the 1988-89 Greenland Sea Tomography Experiment . 
Thermal evolution of the gyre center divides naturally into three periods: a preconditioning 
phase (November-January) , during which surface salinity is increased by brine rejection 
from ice formation and by entrainment but in which the mixed-layer deepens only slowly to 
a depth of some 150-200m, a deep mixing phase (February-March) during which the surface 
mixed-layer deepens rapidly to approximately 1500m in the gyre center purely under the 
influence of local surface cooling, and a restratification phase during which the products 
of deep mixing are replaced by inflowing Arctic Intermediate Water (AIW). The onset of 
the deep mixing phase occurs after ice formation in the gyre center stops, resulting in an 
area of open water where large heat fluxes can occur. In surrounding regions, including the 
odden region to the south, ice is still being formed, and the mixed layer does not deepen 
significantly. To the north and west , closer to the steep topography of the continental shelf, 
the inverse results show significant variability due to advection, and large temperature 
and heat content fluctuations with a period of about 50 days are seen. The effects of 
advection are deduced from heat and salt budgets, and appear to be important only during 
the restratification phase for intermediate depths, and only during the summer for the 
surface waters. Comparison of the tomographic results with point measurements indicates 
that deep mixing occurs in a field of small plumes in which dense water sinks downwards , 
surrounded by larger regions of upwelling. The plume geometry is consistent with that 
predicted by numerical and laboratory models. Dynamical processes for bringing the AIW 
to the surface in order to form deep water are not needed in this scenario, rather the surface 
waters are modified until they match the density of the AIW after which surface cooling 
drives convection. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
The Nordic Seas (including the Greenland, Iceland, and Norwegian Seas) have always been 
an area of interest to oceanographers. In recent years it has been recognized that this region 
is a gateway between the Arctic Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean, in fact the only significant 
channel by which an exchange of water and heat can occur. The Fram Strait, at a depth of 
2600m, is 10 times deeper than the next deepest passage, and the annual southward export 
of ice through this passage is some two orders of magnitude greater than that which passes 
north through the Bering Straits [Aagaard and Carmack, 1989]. 
It has also long been recognized that the Greenland Sea is different from the Norwegian 
and Icelandic Seas in that the deep water there is replenished from the near-surface waters. 
This deep water, the coldest and freshest deep water north of the sill joining Greenland , 
Iceland, and Scotland, then flows into the surrounding seas. As the accuracy with which wa-
ter masses can be classified increases, "plumbing diagrams" of the thermohaline circulation 
have become more complex. Early attempts at classifying water types into a few different 
classes have become more and more sophisticated as the observational database becomes 
more comprehensive (for example, the 4 water masses described by Coachman and Aagaard 
[1974] are subdivided into 8 by [Johannessen, 1986] and 27 (!) by Hopkins [1991]). Above 
the deep water lies a layer of so-called Arctic Intermediate Water (AIW) which overflows 
via the Denmark Strait and the Faeroe Bank Channel into the North Atlantic, forming the 
North Atlantic Deep Water which can be traced into the South Atlantic, Indian, and finally 
the Pacific Oceans as part of the great thermohaline conveyor [Broecker, 1991]. 
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But the process by which the Greenland Sea Deep Water ( GSDW) is formed has always 
been a mystery, since the observed surface waters in the fall are usually too fresh (light) 
to sink even when cooled to the freezing point. During the 1980s, a number of large field 
programs were undertaken to better understand this and other problems in this region. 
As part of the Greenland Sea Project, a multi-year program involving many nations [ GSP 
Group, 1990], a tomographic array was moored in the Greenland Sea over the 1988-89 
winter. This was one of the first tomographic experiments designed primarily to increase 
understanding of the ocean (the other being the Gulf Stream Extension Experiment which 
took place at the same time), rather than an engineering test of equipment and procedure in 
a purposely chosen quiet and fairly well-understood part of the ocean. Somewhat ironically, 
much of the previous experience with tomography, both experimental and theoretical, was 
to some extent irrelevant to this deployment in the arctic environment where the govern-
ing processes of ocean dynamics and acoustic propagation were quite different from those 
previously experienced. 
The Greenland Sea Tomography Experiment was designed with two major oceano-
graphic objectives: to better understand deep convection, and to learn more about the 
dynamics in the Greenland Sea. In this thesis we shall be concerned primarily with the 
temperature field. It was also assumed that the analysis would provide a better understand-
ing of acoustic propagation in high-latitudes, and indeed a number of interesting acoustic 
features have been discovered, some of which are discussed here. 
1.2 Thesis Outline 
This thesis represents a fusion of purely oceanographic and purely acoustic analyses. Each 
of the early chapters (2-6) are generally focused on a single aspect of the analysis , and 
are somewhat independent of one another. The final chapters (7-8) bring together all of 
the information. In particular, the material is arranged as follows: Chapter 2 will briefly 
describe the hydrography of this region, summarizing previous work relevant to this thesis. 
Particular emphasis will be placed on observations and theoretical ideas concerning the 
mechanisms of deep convection. Some of the difficulty in understanding the governing 
processes is due to an inadequate knowledge of the seasonal cycles of temperature and 
salinity in this region, and so in chapter 3 historical data is analyzed to determine a monthly 
12 
climatology. As well as being of interest for its own sake, this climatology also forms the basis 
for later comparisons with the more detailed observations available from the Greenland Sea 
Tomography Experiment. Chapter 4 describes the tomography experiment itself, and the 
observed characteristics of acoustic propagation, some aspects of which are novel. Chapter 
5 details the procedure used to produce and validate inverses for range-average temperature 
profiles and heat content along all paths in the tomography array. In Chapter 6, we consider 
the errors and uncertainties in surface flux estimates obtained from the United Kingdom 
Meteorological Office, and in sea ice concentration estimates derived from satellite passive 
microwave measurements. The flux estimates in particular are highly sensitive to details 
of the ice cover, and as originally obtained were inadequate for our purposes . Chapter 7 
combines the various observations to describe the thermal evolution of the Greenland Sea 
Gyre and to identify the large-scale mechanisms involved in deep convection. Finally, we 
draw some conclusions from this work relevant to future investigations of deep convection, 
and future tomographic experiments in the Arctic. 
13 
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Chapter 2 
Historical Background 
In this chapter we will briefly describe the hydrography of the Greenland Sea and the 
currently accepted view of the thermohaline circulation in this region. We then focus on 
deep convection, presenting a historical perspective of the research in this area, before 
finishing with an outline of recent numerical and laboratory experiments that have some 
relevance to our analysis . References to the literature are by no means exhaustive, but 
should provide a good starting point for further inquiries. Nomenclature in this region 
is sometimes confusing; where alternative names exist the definitions in Hurdle [1986] are 
used. 
2.1 Major Features and Surface Circulation 
The Greenland Sea is one of the so-called "Nordic" Seas (also referred to somewhat inele-
gantly by the acronym "GIN" Seas referring to the Greenland, Icelandic , and Norwegian 
Seas) that form a channel between the North Atlantic and the Arctic Oceans (see figure 
2-1 ). This region is divided into a number of basins up to 4000m deep , separated by sills of 
approximately 2500m in depth, and bounded to the south by the shallow Denmark Strait 
and Faeroes Bank Channel spanning the Greenland - Iceland - Scotland gap (no deeper 
than 1200m) and to the north by the Fram Strait (depth 2600m) which provides the only 
deep-water passage to the Arctic Ocean, being about 10 times deeper than the next deepest 
passage. To the west lies Greenland, and to the east are Norway, Svalbard, and the shallow 
waters of the Barents Sea. 
In describing the surface circulation, one finds that available numerical estimates of the 
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transport span a wide range, and it is unclear to what extent these numbers are affected 
by assumptions made in the calculations and to what extent they reflect seasonal and 
interannual variability. The values quoted here are taken from the review by Hopkins 
[1991]. The surface circulation is dominated on the eastern side by the northward flow of 
the warm, saline Norwegian Atlantic Current (with estimated transports of order 3-8 Sv1 ) 
and the West Spitzbergen current (with a transport of a similar magnitude), and on the 
western side by the southward flow of the colder, fresher, buoyancy-driven East Greenland 
Current (EGC) along the wide continental shelf (see figure 2-2). The Fram Strait is the 
major passage through which ice is exported from the Arctic, and the EGC carries on the 
order of 0.1 Sv of ice (3000 km3 /yr) as well as roughly balancing the northward transport 
of the West Spitzbergen Current . South of the Fram Strait part of the West Spitzbergen 
Current turns west and south. In this recirculation warm saline surface waters of Atlantic 
origin are converted into southward flowing Arctic Intermediate Waters (AIW) which lie 
below the surface. North of Jan Mayen Island an eastward protruberence of the EGC 
called the Jan Mayen Current apparently completes the cyclonic circulation pattern in 
the Greenland Sea called the Greenland Sea Gyre. The Jan Mayen Current is a partly a 
meander of the EGC- the surface flow tends to turn south and westwards, returning to the 
EGC, while only the deeper flow continues eastwards [Bourke et al., 1992]. 
The confluence of these currents with differing temperatures and salinities results in 
the formation of a number of fronts, the most important of which (for the purposes of this 
thesis) are the Polar Ocean Front which extends north-eastwards from Jan Mayen along the 
Mohns Ridge, and the East Greenland Front which follows the edge of the continental shelf. 
These fronts separate the Greenland Sea Gyre from neighbouring regions, and apparently 
impede the exchange of water between the EGC and the gyre. Aagaard and Carmack [1989] 
estimate that only about 3% of the fresh water transport of the EGC enters the gyre, and 
Foldvik et al. [1988] found that cross-front turbulent fluxes were insignificant at 79°N. 
The gyre's cyclonic circulation implies an upward doming of isopycnals in the center of 
the gyre, weakening the background stratification and making deep convection more likely. 
However, the reason for the existence of this gyre is unknown. Although Aagaard [1970] 
(and more recently Jonsson [1991]) found that a flat-bottom Sverdrup balance driven by the 
annual mean wind stress curl in the Nordic Seas would result in a gyre of approximately the 
1 1 Sv or Sverdrup is 106 m3 /sec 
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Figure 2-1: Major Geographic Features in the Nordic Seas 
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Figure 2-2: Major Circulation Features in the Nordi c Seas 
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correct magnitude and location, the weak stratification and large bathymetric variations in 
the Nordic Seas would seem to invalidate the assumptions behind such a balance except at 
time scales of greater than several decades - the time scale for the propagation of long non-
dispersive baroclinic Rossby waves across the basin, which compensate for the bathymetric 
effects in generating a flat-bottom balance in a stratified ocean with bathymetry [Anderson 
and Killworth, 1977). It is not clear that the forcing (or indeed that deep convection) 
is steady over those time periods. A recent numerical model [Legutke, 1991) initialized 
with a smoothed climatological temperature and salinity field and forced by climatological 
winds did produce a gyre, but the 2-year spin-up may not have been long enough to result 
in a completely wind-driven circulation. The circulation patterns in this model largely 
consisted of surface-intensified barotropic flows , which would certainly be greatly affected 
by topography. lsolines of constant ambient potential vorticity (f/H contours) , the preferred 
paths for barotropic flow, are closed in the Greenland Sea implying that the lowest order 
dynamical balance is between wind stress curl forcing and bottom friction (i.e. along isoline 
flow), rather than between wind stress curl and cross-isoline flow as found in the Sverdrup 
balance [Pedlosky, 1987). In this regard Meincke et al. [1992) found that mean wind stress 
curl over the Greenland Sea was low during the late 1970s and 1980s, roughly coincident with 
a period of little or no deep water renewal. They proposed that the decreased curl implied 
a weaker cyclonic circulation via the flat-bottom Sverdrup balance, hence less doming of 
isopycnals and less predisposition to deep convection. There are, however, other mechanisms 
by which wind stress curl and convective depth could be related. 
Another possibility is that the gyre is driven by deep water formation (DWF). It is well 
known that the conversion of upper layer water to lower layer water in a 2-layer ocean can 
drive a cyclonic surface circulation [Gill et al., 1979; Crepon et al., 1989] as the surface 
water which flows inwards to replace the sinking converted water is affected by the coriolis 
force. Although the extent of this cyclonic circulation scales with the baroclinic deformation 
radius in the steady state, the intermittency of the forcing will drive baroclinic ross by waves 
which can spread the effect throughout the basin [Barnier et al. , 1989; McDonald, 1992). 
Thus one might hypothesize a kind of flywheel effect in which annual deep water formation 
events force a cyclonic circulation which disperses on the time scales of long non-dispersive 
baroclinic waves and hence lasts until the next season. 
It may also be the case that the gyre circulation is simply a result of the interaction 
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between the northward-flowing Atlantic Water, the southward flowing Arctic Water, and 
the particular bathymetry of the region, or indeed some combination of all three factors. 
The Greenland Sea is located in a Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ). During the summer, ice 
extent is limited to the continental shelf, but during the winter the ice edge can extend far 
to the east , covering most of the gyre. In many but not all years, a large tongue of ice 
(called the "odden") roughly coincident with the Jan Mayen Current lies to the south of a 
bay in the ice ("nordbukta") which forms over the gyre center and the region of DWF. This 
feature has been well-known to whalers as far back as the 17th century [Wadhams, 1986; 
Sanger, 1991), but the reason for its existence is unknown (a theory explaining this feature 
will be discussed in this thesis). The exact location and extent of the ice edge can vary 
enormously from year to year [Vinje, 1977; Walsh and Johnson, 1979) . Some particularly 
prominent examples of the odden are shown in figure 2-3. 
2 .2 Deep Circulation 
Although the patterns of the surface circulation appear to be fairly well-known, the same 
can not be said for the deep circulation. In particular, the sequence through which the 
various deep waters are transformed into one another is still an active area of investigation. 
The Greenland Sea Deep Water (GSDW) seems to be the youngest ofthe deep waters, as 
well as the coldest, freshest, and (in terms of 0'3 ) the densest. The center of the Greenland 
Sea gyre has long been known to be a region of DWF. Figure 2-4 shows a north-south 
transect through the Norwegian and Greenland Seas and the Arctic Ocean. Isopleths of 
all variables are mostly level in the Norwegian Sea. A slight salinity minimum near 500m 
is associated with the Arctic Intermediate Water. Isopleths are also mostly level in the 
Arctic Ocean itself (although data quality and availability is lower there). However, in the 
Greenland Sea all variables indicate some connection with the surface. It is this feature , 
as well as the extremal temperature and salinity characteristics of the GSDW, that has 
traditionally been cited as evidence for deep water formation in this basin. The Canadian 
Basin Deep Water ( CBDW) is the warmest and most saline, as well as the lightest of the 
deep waters. It is apparently formed from shelf waters which are enriched by brine rejection 
during ice formation [Aagaard et al., 1981). 
Between the Canadian Basin and the Greenland Basin lies the Eurasian basin. Eurasian 
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Figure 2-3: Some examples of pronounced odden events from the Walsh Ice climatology 
(see chapter 3). The ice edge is denoted by the 40% concentration contour 
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Figure 2-4: Water properties on a transect across the Arctic (from Aagaard et al. [1985], 
from the Canadian side (at left) throught the Fram Strait (center) to the Norwegian Sea 
(right). 
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Basin Deep Water (EBDW) is thought to result from the mixing of GSDW and CBDW. 
Norwegian Sea Deep Water (NSDW) is presumed to form around the periphery of the 
Greenland Sea as a mixture of GSDW and Arctic Ocean Deep Water (AODW), which is a 
modified version of the EBDW [Aagaard et al., 1985]. The newly formed NSDW flows into 
the Norwegian Sea over the Mohns Ridge east of Jan Mayen (see the discussion in Bourke 
et al. [1993]). 
The overflow over the Greenland-Iceland-Scotland Ridge that forms the North Atlantic 
Deep Water (NADW) is mostly composed of AIW, although some NSDW is apparently 
entrained in the outflow through the deeper Faeroe Bank Channel [Aagaard et al., 1985]. 
2.3 Theory and Observations of Deep Convection 
In order to fully understand the deep circulation in the Arctic, we must understand how 
the GSDW is formed. Figure 2-4 shows that the potential density ( ao) of the surface water 
is not great enough to allow sinking to the bottom. The GSDW is the lightest of the deep 
waters when density is referenced to the surface, but when referenced to 3000m (i.e. when 
considering a3 ) the GSDW is seen to be the densest deep water. Near-surface water is 
dense enough in a3 to replace bottom waters, but there seems no obvious method for it 
to traverse the "mid-depth barrier". Thus DWF in the Greenland Sea is apparently quite 
different from that observed in the Mediterranean, in which surface cooling is enough to 
drive convection to the bottom [MEDOC Group, 1970]. 
This has always been the puzzle: surface water is too light to replace the deep water, but 
the recirculated Atlantic Water (which appears as the AIW at depths of 200-800m in the 
gyre) which could replace the deep water if cooled does not appear to come to the surface, 
and hence cannot be cooled! 
Attempts to better understand DWF have been hampered by the difficulties involved in 
working in the MIZ in winter, and until recently little more was known about the hydrog-
raphy of this region than typical summer and winter profiles. Most descriptions were based 
on the first comprehensive surveys of this region made during the International Geophysical 
year [Dietrich, 1969]; however as will be shown in the next chapter observations from that 
program seem to be somewhat anomalous. 
One of the earliest theories of DWF. was that of Metcalf[1955], who hypothesized sinking 
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along tilted isopycnals based on a. number of observations that seemed to show surface 
densities (i.e. a.t Om) much greater than those of the first subsurface sample (usually a.t 
about 50m) but with no evidence of vertical homogeneity. The surface values were taken 
from bucket samples and their accuracy was questioned by Carmack and Aagaard [1973) 
who proposed instead a. mechanism (later elaborated upon by McDougall (1983]) in which 
inflowing AIW was slowly transformed into GSDW by a. double-diffusive process a.t the 
interface between the AIW and the surface water. In this scenario, large convection cells 
in the surface waters transport heat to the surface, while little salinity exchange occurs. 
By comparing a. census of summer and winter water masses using the IGY stations, they 
estimated that about 30 x 103 km3 of deep water was formed annually. 
In 1972 tritium and radiocarbon profiles were measured a.t stations in the center of the 
major basins as part of GEOSECS. Analyzing this data. using a. box-model with 3 elements, 
Peterson and Rooth (1976] estimated that renewal times for the GSDW were about 30 
years, implying that about lOOm of the surface water were converted to bottom water each 
year. They also concluded that the source of North Atlantic Deep Water was probably 
the AIW, and that the deep waters were essentially isolated from mid-latitude oceans. A 
similar renewal time was found by Bullister and Weiss [1983] using 1982 observations of 
anthropogenic chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). 
The discovery of a. narrow chimney in the Weddell Sea. in February 1977 gave rise to a. 
new theory of open ocean convection in which deep water is formed inside ba.roclinic eddies 
[Killworth, 1979). The cyclonic surface rotation of these eddies will precondition the water 
column by bringing the intermediate water to the surface, where it can be cooled. Some 
simple arguments were advanced which implied that such chimneys would be rather rare, 
and that because of the somewhat sparse observational database it was extremely unlikely 
that any such chimneys would have been observed in the Greenland Sea.. However, during 
1989, a. 20 km wide chimney containing deep water was observed in the Boreas Basin near 
78°N, somewhat to the north of the central Greenland Sea. and not far from the ice edge 
[Johannessen et al., 1991). 
So far little attention had been paid to the possible dynamical and thermodynamical 
role of ice in this process. It is well-known that the bulk drag coefficient over ice can be 
double that over the open ocean [Fairall and Markson, 1987; Anderson, 1987; Guest and 
Davidson, 1987). Thus winds along the ice-edge can cause an Ekman divergence, leading to 
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upwelling of subsurface waters. This subsurface water could then cool and sink, replacing 
the deep water [Hakkinen et al., 1992]. 
On the other hand, the formation of ice results in the rejection of brine into the under-
lying water, increasing its salinity. Clarke et al. [1990] coupled a simple 1D mixed-layer 
model with non-penetrative convection forced by surface heat and salt fluxes to a ther-
modynamic ice model to determine the possible evolution of variou::? profiles measured in 
March of 1982. They found that deep convection would be accelerated in a process whereby 
cooling would result in the formation of ice and consequent rejection of brine into surface 
waters which could then mix downwards, bringing up warmer water which would then melt 
the ice. Removal of the ice by surface winds resulting in a net increase in salinity would 
further enhance this process. However, the winter of 1981-82 was not long or cold enough 
for convection to the bottom to occur in this way. Rudels [1990] considered the formation 
of dense convective plumes through freezing processes. 
These two ideas can be combined: winds at 0° to 45° relative to an ice edge on their 
right will sweep newly-formed ice into a compact ice-edge, keeping clear an area where air-
sea temperature differences are particularly large so that heat fluxes are particularly strong 
[Guest and Davidson, 1991]. Winds in this direction will also result in ice edge upwelling. 
However, the vertically homogeneous mixed-layer that should result from these processes 
has never been observed near the center of the Greenland Sea, although indirect evidence 
for the conversion of surface waters can be found in figure 2-5 (adapted from Livingston 
et al. [1985]), which shows the surface concentrations of radioactive Cesium in 1981-1982. 
Although fallout from atmospheric nuclear testing in the late 1950s and early 1960s had 
introduced 137Cs into the surface waters, by the 1970s this source had become small, and 
the sudden increase in 137 Cs concentrations found in the West Spitzbergen Current in 1979 
was due to its introduction into the Irish Sea by low-level radioactive wastes from the British 
Nuclear Fuels Ltd. reprocessing plant in Sellafield, Great Britain. One can clearly identify 
plumes associated with the major currents shown in figure 2-2, as well as a small region of 
quite low concentrations (lower than the background levels found in the Arctic and almost as 
low as the mid-latitude oceanic background level) in the center of the Greenland Sea. This 
lower level is consistent with a homogenization of the water column (i.e. mixing with the 
deeper and uncontaminated waters below) sometime in the previous few years. Although 
interpretation is complicated by the possibility that the tracer-marked waters flow mostly 
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Figure 2-5: Surface Distribution of 137 Cs in 1981-82 (adapted from Livingston et al. [1985]). 
Filled symbols are observations from July-August 1981. Open symbols are from observations 
made in March-August 1982. 
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Figure 2-6: Vertical distribution of 137Cs in the various basins of the Nordic Seas in July 
1981. Levels in the NSDW are about half those seen in the GSDW. The Greenland Sea has 
the most vertically homogeneous profile, although the total amount of 137 Cs in the water 
column is less than in all other basins (adapted from Casso and Livingston [1984]). 
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in the boundary currents and do not enter the gyre, profiles from July 1981 show that 
the Greenland Sea is more vertically homogeneous than surrounding waters and that the 
GSDW has far greater amounts of 137Cs than the deep waters in other basins (figure 2-6). 
Part of the problem in understanding DWF from the relatively sparse database may 
be that replacement of the deep water is not an annual occurrence. A long time series of 
deep temperatures from a weather station in the Labrador Sea analyzed by Lazier [1980] 
shows that intermittent periods of DWF there are associated with step changes in the 
temperature of the deep water. The temperature changes of GSDW are known much less 
well, but apparently vary over decadal time scales [Aagaard, 1968]. Although this change 
may be related to intermittency of convection, other factors may also be important (see also 
figure 3-2a and section 8.1). Observations of anthropogenic tracers have become common 
in recent years, and analysis of this data using box models indicates that DWF has not 
occurred after about 1982, although it must have occurred in the previous decade (e.g., 
Schlosser et al. (1991], Rhein [1991] and references therein). Thus oceanographers in the 
1980s have been placed in the peculiar position of attempting to identify a process which 
has not been occurring! 
As it happens, wintertime convective activity in the Greenland Sea over the period 
1986-1990 reached depths of 200m, 1350m, 1600m [ GSP Group, 1990] , and 250m [Bu.deus 
et al. , 1993], so that the tomographic observations made during 1988-1989 are more helpful 
in our quest than we perhaps deserve. 
2.4 Numerical Studies of Deep Convection 
In parallel with the observational effort a number of theoretical and numerical studies of 
deep convection have been pursued. Early studies externally specified the convection process 
in some way, e.g. Gill et al. [1979] , Crepon et al. [1989], McDonald [1992] and references 
therein, or concentrated on the adjustment problem, studying the methods by which a 
homogenous chimney would come to equilibrium after the surface forcing was removed 
[Hermann and Owens, 1991]. In general these studies found that packets of waves would be 
radiated by the collapsing chimney; first gravity waves, then barotropic Rossby waves, and 
finally baroclinic Rossby waves, setting up a large-scale cyclonic circulation in the upper 
waters (and an anticyclonic circulation below). In more non-linear regimes an instability at 
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the edges of the chimney would result in its rapid breakup into a number of eddies, elegantly 
studied using finite clumps of point vortices (so-called "hetons") [Hogg and Stommel, 1985; 
Legg and Marshall, 1993] and a continuous version thereof [Pedlosky, 1985]. 
Recently it has proved possible to run non-hydrostatic models with a very fine horizontal 
and vertical resolution, removing the need to parametrize the deep convection itself [Brugge 
et al., 1991]. Currently most work has been done in neutral oceans. A surface buoyancy flux 
B 0 results in the formation of small plumes of diameter 1 in which dense water sinks rapidly 
downwards with scale velocity u, surrounded by somewhat larger regions of upwelling. The 
width and velocity of plumes in a rotating ocean with Coriolis parameter f scale as [Jones 
and Marshall, 1993): 
{2.1) 
(2.2) 
These scales correspond fairly well with estimates made by thermistors and moored AD-
CPs in the Greenland Sea during 1988-89 [Schott et al. , 1993]. Collectively the plumes or 
convection cells which are separated horizontally by a distance L act to homogenize the 
region of convection to a depth D, forming a chimney. The chimney scale will be set by the 
initial preconditioning or by the scale of the buoyancy forcing. Little fluid exchange occurs 
through the sides of the chimney, since horizontal motions will be inhibited by rotation, and 
horizontal convergences and divergences will result in strong geostrophic currents around 
the chimney. Geostrophic forces will also limit the distance between plumes, i.e. the hori-
zontal scale of individual convection cells , such that [Boubnov and Golitsyn, 1986; Klinger 
and Marshall, 1993] 
L 
D "'0.1- 1 {2.3) 
The vertical convection cells act to homogenize the water in a chimney within a few days, 
after which the chimney can break up as above. 
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Chapter 3 
Seasonal Climatology of 
Temperature and Salinity 
3.1 Introduction 
As was discussed in the previous chapter, the major difficulty in understanding deep water 
formation (DWF) in the Greenland Sea lies in the lack of observations of deep, vertically 
homogeneous regions consistent with ideas of large-scale overturn. In turn this may be due 
to the apparent freshness of the surface waters. There is also the heretofore ignored "odden" 
feature which may be linked to DWF. 
In order to understand the reasons for the formation of the odden and of the possible 
role of ice in the deep convection process a better description of the seasonal cycle of surface 
temperature and salinity is necessary. Here we attempt to delineate the characteristics of 
thls cycle by analyzing historical data in two different regions of the Greenland Sea (see 
figure 3-1). The first region (6°W-0° long., 74°N-76°N lat.), hereafter called the "mid-
gyre" region, coincides with the gyre center, a region of deep mixing, and the location of 
the Greenland Sea Tomography Experiment. This area is characterized by a fairly weak 
stratification below the mixed layer at all times. The second region (6°W-0° long., 72°N-
740N lat.) is directly to the south in the area covered by the odden tongue (and will be 
referred to as the "odden" region). Although extending the southern boundary to 71 °N 
would almost double the available data, many of the extra observations lie close to the 
Polar Ocean Front and are unrepresentative of the odden region. A similar effect limits the 
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Figure 3-1: Historical data is binned in the two shaded squares in the Greenland Sea 
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northern extent of the mid-gyre region. Longitudinal boundaries roughly bracket the gyre 
center, but the eastern limit of 0° is also close to the eastern edge of the odden. Moving the 
western limit (6°W) further west would result in little additional data, and could include 
the waters of the East Greenland Current on the other side of the East Greenland Front. 
In section 3.2 of this chapter, a brief description is given of the data sources and quality. 
Section 3.3 describes the procedures used to form a monthly climatology. In section 3.4 an 
analysis of the resulting time series is carried out. Finally we discuss some implications of 
this cycle for understanding DWF and the odden event . 
3.2 Sources of Data 
A search was made for standard hydrographic data from the Greenland Sea. Only bottle 
casts and CTD stations were considered, although a large number of sh~ow bathythermo-
graph (BT) casts of variable quality were also available. Temperature and salinity profiles 
were obtained from the following sources (the number of stations in the odden/mid-gyre 
regions are noted in parentheses): 
1. NODC Archives (96/93) Bottle casts distributed roughly uniformly between 1950 
and 1985 with one station in July of 1906. By far the greatest number of stations 
were occupied in June. International Geophysical Year (IGY) Polar Ocean Survey 
stations [Dietrich, 1969] are included here. 
2. CEAREX Archives (0/11) There is some overlap with the National Ocean Data 
Center (NODC) database. The only extra information comes from the (1989) SIZEX 
data. The R/V Polarbjorn stations are unusable due to problems with their CTD, 
but the R/V Haakon Mosby stations are included in spite of salinity values that seem 
about .04 psu too high. 
3 . Meteor Cruise (3/7) A fairly comprehensive survey made m November of 1989. 
These are the only available stations for November. 
4. Valdivia Cruise (0/8) Stations occupied in Feb/Mar 1989. 
5. Greenland Sea Tomography Experiment Deployment/Recovery Cruises 
{0/13) A series of deep CTD casts made in the mid-gyre region in September of 1988 
and 1989. 
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Figure 3-2: All available data below 2000m in the mid-gyre region. For each cast, the 
error bars shows the range of values seen below 2000m. The thick solid curve joins yearly 
median values for years with one or more casts. T he shaded area indicates estimated error 
bars based on the spread in the data (see text). a) Potential temperature. b) Salinity. 
The dashed line shows the salinity that would be necessary to keep 0'2.5 constant for the 
observed temperatures. 
Archived data was extracted from CD-ROMs available from the NODC and theN ational 
Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC). The majority of the data was obtained from the NODC 
archives. However, the more recent data is crucial in filling in some gaps that occur in the 
late fall and winter. Sampling of the mid-gyre region is much better than that of the odden 
region. 
Purely instrumental errors are estimated by examining the temperature and salinity 
values of the Greenland Sea Deep Water from all casts. Temperature values are in general 
quite good. A time series of temperature from the bottom of all casts (see figure 3-2a) 
corresponds well with figure 12 of Clarke et al. [1990] (which probably uses much of the 
same data), showing a maximum in deep water temperature in the early 1960s, followed by 
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lower temperatures in the 1970s and then a gradual increase through the 1980s. Although 
there is some obviously erroneous data the scatter about this long-term change, assumed to 
be an upper bound on the temperature error, seems to be about ±0.05°C. Salinity values 
(see figure 3-2b) are of lower quality, especially for stations occupied before the 1980s. The 
scatter in bottom water values (taken to be an upper bound on the salinity error) is at 
least ±0.02 psu for these earlier observations. No attempt has been made to correct for 
different salinity standards. Such a correction would be important primarily in the deeper 
water where no seasonal signal is evident; near the surface the seasonal salinity variation is 
of order 1.0 (much greater than any needed correction) . Also shown in figure 3-2b is a curve 
representing the salinity changes needed to keep the density of the deep water constant. In 
general the salinity data are not accurate enough to determine whether this in fact occurs . 
A number of (pre-1980s) casts show anomalous salinity values at some depths; treatment 
of these errors is discussed in the next section. 
A monthly analysis of Arctic ice concentrations from 1953-1988, compiled from a variety 
of sources and digitized onto a 60 nautical mile grid by John Walsh of the University of 
illinois, was acquired from the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). This is 
an extension of the 1953-1977 dataset described in Walsh and Johnson [1979]. Quantifying 
the errors in this dataset is difficult, if not impossible. Ice limits, especially during January-
April, can vary enormously even on periods as short as a few days, so that much of the 
fine-scale information is lost. The southern limit of the odden (when it exists) generally 
coincides with the Mohns Ridge and the Polar Ocean Front , extending north-eastwards from 
Jan Mayen, and the ice limits north of the study region generally follow the East Greenland 
continental shelf (and the East Greenland Front). However the details of the odden can 
change enormously from year to year. Figure 2.2 in the previous chapter shows several 
examples of particularly prominent odden/ nordbukta events. In some years the odden does 
not appear, and even in years when it does the nordbukta does not always appear in the 
analysis. It is not clear to what extent this is an artifact of the lack of observational 
data, the coarseness of the time sampling, the spatial grid spacing used, or other problems. 
Unfortunately, we are considering only a very small part of the grid (only 4 grid points fall 
into each of the regions being analyzed here), which exacerbates these problems. Note that 
the variability of the odden will be to some extent a self-correcting problem in terms of the 
oceanographic sampling, since the location of these observations will be partly determined 
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by the location of the ice edge. That is, if the odden is slightly further north, then the 
available observations will also be from a region slightly to the north, and so on. 
3.3 Analysis Procedure 
All casts were first quality controlled using salinity to identify (and remove) dubious casts. 
This test flagged casts in which any salinity value at depths greater than 800m was outside 
the range 34.9 ± .05, or in which a change of greater than 0.1 occurred between successive 
samples at depths greater than 150m. The majority of the casts thus rejected (15/10 in 
the odden/mid-gyre regions) were of USSR origin, although it should be noted that much 
of the data was taken by Soviet ships (for example, all of the 1958 IGY summer and winter 
survey casts in this area, and every October cast). 
For each station, observed values were binned into depth ranges of 0- 30m, 30- 60m, 
60- 90m,90-120m, 120-160m, 160-200m,200-300m, 300-400m, 400- 600m,600-800m, 800-
1200m, 1200-1600m, 1600-2000m and 2000-3000m. A "depth-binned" profile was computed 
by finding the median value for all samples in a depth- bin; if no data was available in a 
particular bin a "missing-data" flag was set. Depth-binning was done to prevent the far 
more finely-spaced CTD data from statistically overwhelming the bottle data. Medians are 
used in preference to means in this entire procedure because they are more robust with 
respect to the numerous outliers in the data. 
Depth-binned profiles were then grouped by month in both regions. June had the most 
observations, with some months having none or only one observation (see figures 3-3 to 3-
5). The sampling pattern has changed qualitatively since the 1950s, as cruises have become 
more infrequent. However, the number of stations occupied per cruise has increased as 
surveys become more comprehensive. 
Some minor adjustments were made to the groupings (for example the one December 
cast was grouped with the November casts from the same cruise). Within each month , 
depth-binned profiles were combined by finding the median value in each depth bin for 
all profiles . If a particular depth bin had no observations, then a T /S value was linearly 
interpolated from neighbouring values (if the depth range was in the center of the profile) , 
or replicated from the nearest valid T /S value (if the missing value was near the surface or 
in the deepest bin). No other corrections or smoothing procedures were applied . 
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by March. January and December have no useful data; the distribution is roughly uniform 
for the other 8 months. 
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Figure 3-6: Monthly climatologies of temperature, salinity, and ice concentration for mid-
gyre (a,b,e) and odden (c,d,f) regions. Curves in (a-d) represent time series of median 
temperature/salinity in depth ranges of 0-30m, 30-60m and 60-90m representing the sur-
face mixed-layer, 160-200m which coincides with the temperature maximum of the Arctic 
Intermediate Water, and 2000-3000m which represent deep water values. Months for which 
no data is available are spanned by dashed lines. Error bars represent an estimate of the 
interannual variability of the available data using a normalized median absolute deviation 
statistic for the 0-30m and 160-200m bins. Salinity changes are greatest in the surface bin. 
Temperature changes are also greatest in the surface bin, but there is another maximum at 
about 180m (see also Figure 3-7). 
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Figure 3-6: Figure 3-6 continued. Ice concentration in the e) mid-gyre and f) odden regions. 
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are also shown. A suggestion of the nordbukta can be seen in March, when odden region 
concentrations are slightly higher than mid-gyre concentrations. 
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The results of the binning procedure are shown in figures 3-6 a)-d) and 3-7. Error bars 
are estimates of the standard deviation of the data in a particular bin based on a normalized 
median absolute deviation (MAD) statistic [Kleiner and Graedel, 1980]. In general the MAD 
decays quite rapidly with depth to an asymptotic limit at 0(200m). Since error bars near 
the surface are much larger than the purely instrumental errors estimated above, they can 
be considered as rough estimates of the interannual variability, albeit not very good ones 
given the spottiness of the record. It is interesting to note that the interannual variability 
of salinity as a fraction of seasonal range is much greater than that of temperature. 
Also note the generally higher October salinities in both regions (based primarily on 1958 
IGY and 1975 data) than in neighbouring months (almost exclusively 1988/89 observations), 
and the warmer more saline odden upper waters in April (primarily based on the 1958 IGY 
survey) compared with March and May (observed in 1959 and 1982). The more saline IGY 
observations have been noted by Clarke et al. [1990] and Bourke et al. [1992], who speculate 
on a connection with the the fresher waters of the "Great Salinity Anomaly" [Dickson et al., 
1988], via either the freshening of the waters north oflceland in the late 1960s (seen also in 
the ice indices of Mysak et al. (1990]) or by the freshening of the infiowing Atlantic Water 
in the Faeroe-Shetland channel in the early 1980s. Neither argument explains the large 
changes between April 1958 and May 1959 observations in the odden region. It should also 
be noted that the odden apparently did not appear at all during the 1956/57 and 1959/60 
winters, and only briefly during the intervening winters. 
An attempt was made to generate an ice climatology indicating the presence of the 
odden. However, the interannual variability of the ice cover is so strong that averaging served 
only to indicate a broad band of variability with little discernible spatial structure (the 
extreme variability can also be seen in the charts of Vinje [1977] and the ice anomaly series 
of Mysak et al. [1990]). Instead, a more limited procedure was adopted . For each month, 
the median concentration for all grid points ( 4) within the study regions was determined. 
A monthly climatology was then found by taking a median for all data over the years 
1953-1988 (see figures 3-6 e) and f)). 
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3.4 Seasonal Climatology 
Temperature series in the upper lOOm of both odden and mid-gyre regions are very sim-
ilar. Surface temperatures presumably remain near the freezing point from November to 
February (during this period the surface is covered by a dense ice pack, making direct ob-
servations difficult). In March the mid-gyre surface warms to about -1.4°C through mixing 
with deeper and warmer waters (note the partial homogenization of potential temperature 
at this time in figure 3-7a), but does not warm much more until May when solar insolation 
becomes significant. The anomalously warm April surface temperature in the odden region 
discussed above appears prominently in figure 5b. Mid-gyre and odden surface waters then 
warm steadily, reaching a temperature of about 4°C in August; the mixed layer depth is 
of order 50m at this time. In September and October the surface begins to cool, but ap-
parently mixes downwards so that temperatures at depths of 30-90m increase slightly. The 
timing of this cycle strongly suggests that local surface fluxes alone can explain much of the 
temperature variability in the upper lOOm. This hypothesis will be discussed below. 
The water at intermediate depths (i.e. 100-400m), usually classified as Arctic Interme-
diate Water (AIW) in the mid-gyre region, is coldest in March and warmest in September. 
In the odden region, warmest temperatures at intermediate depths occur in November, and 
coldest in February. However it is important to keep in mind that there are no observations 
in December and January - warmest temperatures at intermediate depths may occur during 
those months even though the surface mixed layer is at the freezing point. There seems to 
be a distinct separation between the surface and intermediate waters over much of the year; 
note the temperature minimum at about lOOm in the mid-gyre region in April-June (figure 
3-7a) separating the surface mixed layer and warmer intermediate waters. This suggests 
that cooling of the AIW in the mid-gyre region occurs no later than March (and no earlier 
than December), followed by an inflow of warmer water to restratify the mid-gyre. The 
classically observed "dome" feature in the center of the gyre is reflected by the generally 
warmer waters at intermediate depths in the odden region compared to the mid-gyre region. 
Small temperature variations can also be seen at depths below lOOOm. However, the 
warm extremes occur in April and October and as noted above, the observations in these 
months are somewhat inconsistent with the rest of the data. In the deep water below 2000m 
there is no discernible seasonal signal. 
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Salinity changes are more interesting. In figure 3-6 one can see that surface salinity 
decreases drastically in July and August, some months after the ice cover usually vanishes. 
The decrease appears to be later and smaller in the mid-gyre region than it is in the odden 
region. We can compute an "equivalent fresh-water" budget for the upper part of the water 
column relative to some background salinity S0 = 34.895 by partitioning the water column 
with observed salinity S into a depth f of fresh water and a depth s of water with salinity 
S0 • Then 
(! + s)S = sS0 (3.1) 
The total depth D = f + s should be greater than the mixed layer depth , but errors will 
increase with D so it should not be too large. Here we use D = 120m. Figure 3-8 shows 
f for both regions (the equivalent amount of sea ice with a bulk salinity of 7 is about 24% 
larger). The seasonal change in salinity thus seen to be equivalent to an input of about 50 
em of fresh water in the gyre center and about 100 em in the odden region. This signal 
lags the temperature increase by a month or so, suggesting a different - probably non-
local - forcing mechanism. After August the net rate of freshening appears to slow or halt 
until November, although the surface salinity increases as the mixed layer deepens . Between 
November and February this fresh anomaly is eliminated, and the most saline surface waters 
are observed in March (mid-gyre region) and April (odden region). As noted before, the 
observed interannual variation in salinity is much greater than that of temperature, making 
interpretation of a mean seasonal cycle more difficult. Although it is more difficult to 
accurately compute salinity, this variability is far larger than one would expect on that 
basis alone (the estimated instrumental error for salinity was estimated above to be at most 
about ±0.02, almost an order of magnitude smaller than the ranges of interannual variations 
shown). Salinity variations below 200m are of the same order as the the instrumental errors 
and no seasonal signal can be seen. 
The ice cover series (figures 3-6 e and f) show densest ice in February, although this can 
vary significantly from year to year. The ice generally disappears in April or May, although 
it sometimes persists well into June. Ice can return to this area as early as October or as late 
as January, although in some years it does not appear at all. Note that the climatological 
surface temperature series will not necessarily show freezing temperatures to match the 
climatological ice series because sampling occurs during different years. 
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Several questions immediately arise: 
1. During what period(s) is advection important in the surface waters, and when is a 
1-D mixed layer model (MLM) sufficient? (i.e. when are local fluxes enough to explain 
changes in the mixed layer?) 
2. What is the source of the fresh anomaly in July-August? 
3. What removes the fresh anomaly in December-January? 
To investigate the first question, simulations were carried using a 1-D MLM forced by 
analyzed fluxes from 1988-89. The MLM is similar to that of Price et al. [1986]. The 
advantage of this model is that turbulent entrainment processes are parametrized using 
critical Richardson numbers derived from laboratory experiments so that there are (in 
theory) no tuneable parameters in the model. The disadvantage is that much of the velocity 
shear driving entrainment arises from inertial oscillations so that forcing with climatological 
winds is not possible. The model was forced by analyzed 3-hourly surface heat fluxes and 
wind stresses for 1988-89 available from the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO) 
Fine-Mesh Operational Forecast Model [Bell and Dickinson, 1987]. A discussion of the 
quality of these fluxes is given in Chapter 6. No estimates for evaporation and precipitation 
were available from the UKMO, and rather than using climatological values it was assumed 
that E-P=O at all times. The probable errors due to this assumption are discussed below. 
Two runs were made, representing fall and spring cases. The fall run was initialized 
with a typical September gyre center profile, and the model was integrated until the mixed 
layer temperature reached the freezing point. The spring run was initialized with a typical, 
almost adiabatic, March mid-gyre profile, and integrated until August. In both cases the 
resulting temperature profiles were entirely consistent with the historical data (see figure 
3-9). Salinity profiles in the fall run were also consistent with the observations , (i.e. no net 
freshening but an increase in surface salinity as the mixed layer depth increases) however 
the observed July/ August freshening was not reproduced in the spring simulation. 
Thus it appears that a significant input of fresh water must be occurring in July and 
August. However, a 1-D model seems to be sufficient to explain temperature changes. This 
implies that cumulative surface heat fluxes are similar over a large area with little horizontal 
advection of heat. There are two possible sources for the fresh water: excess precipitation 
and/or meltwater from the East Greenland Current. Estimates of precipitation minus 
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Figure 3-9: Comparison of median mid-gyre temperatures in 0-30m and 30-60m bins with 
results of MLM simulations using analyzed fluxes from 1988/89. The fall simulation begins 
in September, and the spring simulation begins at the end of March. Note how the modelled 
temperatures are consistent with the observations. Salinity observations are quite variable, 
but salinities in the spring run are not at all consistent with observations, remaining constant 
while the data shows a surface freshening. In the fall, both observations and model results 
show an increase in the surface salinity due to entrainment. 
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evaporation are scarce. The atlas of Gorshkov [1983] indicates that that the precipitation 
excess is about 10 cm/yr in the Greenland Sea gyre, decreasing rapidly to the east. However, 
the plots of annual cycles at selected locations indicate that the amplitude of the evaporation 
cycle is comparable to the mean value and that almost no evaporation occurs in July and 
August; whereas precipitation at this latitude remains fairly steady all year at a rate of 
about 5 em/month. Thus one would expect a summer freshening of perhaps 10-15 em 
from precipitation alone, implying that about 40-90 em are due to advection. The fact 
that the freshening in the odd en region appears to lead that in the mid-gyre region (see 
figure 3-6) is a possible indication that this fresh water is coming from the south-west (i.e. 
advected by the Jan Mayen Current). However, attempts to track this propagation by 
analyzing data in other regions (not shown) had inconclusive results due to the scarcity 
of data. The freshening did decrease to the east - another possible indicator of a south-
western origin - although mean evaporation [ Gorshkov, 1983] also increases dramatically 
as we move eastwards. Aagaard and Carmack [1989] discuss the inflow of fresh water into 
the convective gyre using different assumptions; they estimate that only about 3% of the 
fresh water advected by the East Greenland Current (EGC) enters the convective region of 
the gyre. It is possible that such a small fraction could have significant interannual changes 
even without considering changes in the fresh water transport of the EGC itself. 
The removal of this fresh anomaly is probably due to brine rejection from ice formation. 
Formation of about 65cm of ice with a bulk salinity of 7 (typical of newly-formed ice) is 
enough to remove the mid-gyre anomaly, and about twice as much ice formation is needed 
to remove the anomaly in the odden region. Winds are generally from the north during 
the winter and average 5-10 mjs, which would tend to blow the newly-formed ice south-
westwards at speeds of 10-20 cmjs, using the generally accepted rule-of thumb that ice 
drifts at about 2% of the wind speed at about 20° to the right of geostrophic winds [ Gow 
and Tucker, 1990] or 40° to the right of surface winds [McPhee, 1990]. This suggests the 
following hypothesis to explain the formation of the odden tongue: By November a fresh 
anomaly exists over the whole Greenland Sea, but the freshening is much less over the gyre 
center because of the predominantly cyclonic circulation. The fresh surface water is much 
lighter than the warmer, more saline intermediate waters and hence a large density gradient 
exists at the base of the mixed layer. This acts to both confine the cooling to the mixed 
layer so that it can reach the freezing point , and inhibits mixed layer deepening. Ice forms 
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over the whole gyre at roughly the same rate; over the gyre center the fresh anomaly is 
erased earliest , enabling entrainment of the deeper (and warmer) waters and preventing 
further ice formation. Immediately to the south the anomaly is not eliminated as soon, and 
ice continues to be formed in the odden tongue. 
3.5 Discussion 
The surface temperature in the central Greenland Sea responds primarily to surface fluxes. 
During much of the year a 1-D mixed-layer model can work reasonably well at predicting 
surface temperature. This does not necessarily imply that horizontal mass transport is 
negligible - merely that it occurs on scales smaller than those over which the surface fluxes 
change so that heat advection is not significant. In fact a significant inflow of fresh water 
occurs in July and August , giving rise to the classical conundrum in which the deep water 
cannot be renewed because the surface water is too fresh to sink even when cooled to 
the freezing point . This freshening is greater, and apparently occurs a little earlier, m 
the southern part of the gyre relative to the gyre center, and is mostly due to horizontal 
advection rather than excess precipitation. Interannual changes in the fall salinity can be 
large. 
During October and November the surface waters are cooled to the freezing point , after 
which ice begins to form. The fresh anomaly creates a large density gradient across the 
base of the mixed-layer which inhibits mixing with the warmer waters below and allows 
the mixed-layer to remain at the freezing point. During the winter the winds are strong 
and from the north, causing the newly formed ice to drift south-westwards. Brine rejection 
resulting from the formation of ice slowly erases the fresh anomaly and preconditions the 
gyre. Towards the end of the winter, the anomaly will be removed first in the gyre center 
(since the freshening was weakest there). Thereafter, continued cooling will result in a rapid 
deepening (and warming) of the mixed-layer, precluding further ice growth. To the south, 
ice formation will continue in the odden region- thus an ice tongue will appear to the south 
of a bay over the center of the gyre. In late April the deep mixing in the mid-gyre region 
will cease as the net surface fluxes change sign, and the warm AIW will begin to return to 
the mid-gyre region, slowly flowing in from the gyre edges during the remainder of the year. 
This implies that deep water formation depends on a delicate balance between the 
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amount of fresh water entering the gyre and the winter temperatures and winds. In turn 
the amount of fresh water entering the gyre will depend on the amount of fresh water 
in the East Greenland Current (which will be sensitive to springtime heat fluxes and the 
transport through the Fram Strait, both of which can have large interannual changes), and 
the fraction thereof diverted into the gyre - which will presumably be affected by surface 
winds. A large amount of fresh water and a mild winter in which winds do not quickly 
remove newly-formed ice will result in little deep mixing, whereas a small fresh inflow and a 
bitter winter may result in a large amount of deep mixing. The depth to which convection 
occurs may also be limited by the amount of underlying AIW, or equivalently the strength 
of the cyclonic circulations [Meincke et al., 1992]. 
An interesting corollary to this picture is that it may be possible to infer the onset 
of deep water formation from satellite imagery of ice cover. Since ice formation acts to 
precondition the gyre by adding salt to the upper waters, and deep mixing must occur 
before April (before the sun begins to warm the upper waters), the timing and magnitude 
of a decrease in areal coverage of ice (especially in the gyre center) could also act as a 
proxy for the strength of deep mixing in a given year. To test this idea, we consider the 
period 1982-1991 (for convenience, unless a particular month is given, we will refer to the 
period summer 1981-summer 1982 as 1982 and so on in the following discussion). Figure 
3-10 shows mean ice concentrations at the end of every month for this period for the mid-
gyre and odden regions. The Walsh ice climatology (presumably largely based on satellite 
observations during this time period) was used for the period 1982-December 1988. To 
extend the series, mean ice concentration for the last week of every available month was 
computed from SSM/I data (years 1988-1991, excepting December 1987). The overlapping 
periods of the 2 time series are used to indicate the consistency between the two ice products. 
Also shown is the annual mean wind stress curl over the Greenland Sea taken from figure 4 of 
Meincke et al. [1992] for the years 1982-1987, and computed from UKMO analyses for 1989. 
Convection depths were taken from a variety of sources. In 1982, [Clarke et al., 1990) found 
the mixed-layer depth to be about lOOm in the Greenland Sea using the usual criterion of 
density changes less than 0.02kgm-3 • However, as complete homogeneity was not found in 
the climatology derived above, we quote instead the depth of approximately 500m at which 
an oxygen discontinuity was found. In 1984, Nagurny and Popov [1985] apparently found 
convection to the bottom, although this conclusion is regarded as questionable by Meincke 
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Figure 3-10: Comparison of ice concentrations in the Greenland Sea with observed depths 
of convection during 1982-1991. Curves represent mean ice concentration at the end of each 
month in both the mid-gyre (thick) and odden (thin) lines, for years 1981/ 1982, 1982/ 1983, 
etc., offset by concentrations of 100%. Ice concentrations are derived from the Walsh ice 
climatology (solid) and SSM /I data (dashed lines) . Consistency of the 2 ice products can 
be judged from the degree of overlap during 1987-1988. The shaded region indicates the 
portion of the year during which surface waters are cooled. The first column of numbers 
represents the mean wind stress curl over the Greenland Sea (in units of Pa/ 1000km). The 
second represents the observed depth of convection during that winter (for details, see text) . 
Years for which no numbers are available are indicated by a dash. Deep convection seems 
to be associated with the early appearance of ice and a rapid return to low or zero levels. 
Shallow convection seems to be associated with years in which ice arrives later, and/or 
lingers. 
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et al. [1992]. During 1987-1989 we take the values of 200m, 1350m, and 1600m from GSP 
Group [1990] , and from 1990 we have a convection depth of 250m from Budeus et al. [1993] 
(note that these authors find a convection depth of some 2200m for 1989). 
Examining figure 3-10 we find that the two years showing deepest convection (1984 and 
1989) also show ice appearing quite early, in November and December, followed by several 
months of very low (or zero) concentrations before mid-April when surface heat fluxes 
change sign and begin to warm the surface waters. In fact, the odden does not appear at all 
during 1984. Conversely, the years in which shallow convection was observed (1982, 1987, 
and 1990) seem to show ice appearing rather later, and/or remaining at constant levels for a 
longer period of time. It is also interesting that the mean wind stress curl is greatest during 
1983-1984, so that the possible very deep convection during this winter is also consistent 
with the idea of Meincke et al. [1992] that a stronger cyclonic circulation allows convection 
to deeper levels by keeping AIW from entering the gyre center. In contrast, wind stress 
curl is quite low during 1988-1989, another period of deep convection, and it is likely that 
changes in the cyclonic circulation only occur on time scales longer than several years (the 
time scales of baroclinic Rossby waves). On the other hand, wind stress curl is probably 
correlated with wind stress (and thus the amount of available wind mixing energy), and 
also, through their wind speed dependence, with latent and sensible turbulent heat fluxes , 
both of which may also be crucial in determining the depth of convection. In any case, this 
simple analysis, although highly speculative, seems to indicate that details of the ice cover 
are strongly linked with convection. 
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Chapter 4 
Acoustic Propagation in the 
Greenland Sea 
The Greenland Sea Tomography Experiment was the first high-latitude tomography ex-
periment to be performed. Acoustic propagation in high latitudes is qualitatively and 
quantitatively different from that in mid-latitudes, since it is characterized by surface and 
near-surface ducts and is thus mostly affected by near-surface processes. In this chap-
ter we will first discuss the details of the tomographic deployment, and then describe the 
characteristics of acoustic propagation that were observed during the experiment. 
4.1 Greenland Sea Tomography Experiment 
The Greenland Sea Tomography Experiment consisted of a year-long deployment of six 
moorings in the Greenland Sea Gyre (see figure 4-1). Moorings were placed to span the 
gyre center in a pentagonal array about a central element. Paths joining the moorings 
can be grouped by nominal length into 3 categories: short paths of nominal length 105km 
radiating out from the central mooring, medium length paths (125km) around the edge of 
the array, and long paths (200km) crossing the array. This grouping considerably simplifies 
the task of understanding propagation. Water depths were about 3600m. The nominal 
194 dB re 1 JLPa @ 1m HLF-5 acoustic sources were placed on taut moorings as close to 
the surface as prudent, at a. nominal depth of 95m. Bathymetry measurements were taken 
along all tracks but no seamounts high enough to ca.use problems were found (see figure 4-
2). Immediately below the sources was a 4 element vertical line receiver array. Hydrophone 
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Figure 4-1: Greenland Sea Tomography Experiment. Mooring 2 failed completely, and 
mooring 3 acted only as a source, thus reciprocal transmissions were made over the paths 
indicated by thick lines, and one-way transmissions over the paths indicated by thin lines. 
No useful transmissions were recorded over dashed paths. 
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elements were placed 9m apart (about 3/2>..) giving a 3dB beamwidth of about 9° which was 
sufficient for resolving up and down-going rays. Moorings 1, 2, 3 and 6 had two additional 
deeper receiver elements used to identify near-surface acoustic normal modes. Moorings 4 
and 5 used Webb Research Corporation receivers; the other moorings incorporated Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography AVATAR receivers [Worcester et al. , 1985]. 
Each mooring was locally navigated using a bottom-mounted 3 or 4-element transponder 
array, so that transceiver positions were always known to a nominal accuracy of a few meters 
relative to their anchor location even though horizontal tidal and inertial motions of up to 
±300m (more usually ±lOOm) were observed (see figure 4-3). Mooring motions did not 
reflect predictions of either tidal velocities or displacements; see Appendix B for details. 
Absolute mooring positions were surveyed after deployment using LORAN-C; as will be 
discussed later there appear to be errors of up to several hundred meters in these positions. 
Corrections to travel-time observations for mooring motion relative to anchor locations were 
computed after recovery. 
On-board clocks on each mooring were supposed to keep correct time to within 100 ms 
over the deployment period (correctable to within 1 ms during post-processing). However, 
the clock on mooring 5 drifted about 1.2s over the year, and correction to better than 
about 2ms absolute at any time during the deployment was not possible (see appendix A) , 
although this error is very smooth in time and will change by less than 1 ms over a time 
scale of weeks. This has little impact on the temperature inverses. 
511-bit phase encoded PN-sequence tomographic transmissions [Spindel, 1985] with a 
center frequency of 250 Hz and a bandwidth of 100 Hz were made every 4 hours. "Sing-
around" time for the array was 8 minutes, so that reciprocal transmissions could be used 
to estimate mean current velocities (not discussed here). Each transmission consisted of 4 
repetitions of the 8.176 sec PN-sequence, 3 of which were coherently averaged at the receiver. 
Although transmissions were made every 4 hours to allow resolution of tidal and inertial 
signals, the westernmost moorings (numbers 4 and 5) had limited storage capacity and only 
recorded the six receptions of every third day. Sequence removal (or pulse compression) for 
the unprocessed receptions at these moorings was done after recovery of the instruments. At 
the other moorings, every lOth reception was stored unprocessed; the remaining receptions 
had sequence removal done in situ and only samples near peak values were stored. The 
signal bandwidth implies a pulse width of about 10 ms , although in mooring 4 and 5 an 
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Figure 4-2: Bathymetry for the Greenland Sea Tomography Experiment determined from 
ship echo-sounder records made during the deployment and recovery cruises. Depths were 
computed using an adiabatic soundspeed profile, binned into lOkm squares, and a complete 
surface was interpolated using an inverse-distance weighting scheme. Ship tracks are indi-
cated by dotted lines and actual mooring paths by solid lines. Contour intervals are 50m. 
The bottom slowly shoals towards the west from a depth of about 3700m in the north-east 
corner. A number of seamounts can be seen in south-eastern part of the array. 
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Figure 4-3: Rotary spectrum of mooring 6 position, computed from hourly observations. 
Vertical scale has been normalized to indicate the correct amplitude for line frequencies. 
Computed displacements for various tidal components are also shown (B. Gjevik, pers. 
comm. 1990), divided by 2.5. Shaded region indicates uncertainty in spectral estimate. 
Note the large inertial peak. 
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Mooring Position Transmission Comments 
First Last 
1 75°58.08' N, 001 °50.00'W 17/9/88 20/8/89 Intermittent Rx failure 
2 75°03.88' N, 000°38.20' E 30/9/88 14/10/88 Early battery failure 
3 74°09.38' N, 001 °52.90'W 28/9/88 21/8/89 Rx failure 
4 74°28.90' N, 005°47.30'W 19/9/88 7/9/89 
5 75°34.27' N, 006°07.70'W 15/9/88 29/8/89 Large clock drift 
6 75°03.60'N, 002°58.00'W 21/9/88 27/7/89 
Table 4.1: GSP-88 Tomographic moorings 
analog prefilter of bandwidth 67Hz (instead of 100Hz) was mistakenly installed. Thus the 
received pulses were somewhat broader. Complex demodulated signals were sampled every 
8 ms at moorings 4 and 5 and every 4 ms at the other moorings. 
As well as tomographic receptions the receivers also recorded ambient noise, pressure, 
and temperature measurements for engineering purposes. These observations have proved 
useful in interpreting the tomographic data and inverses and in correcting the clocks, and 
the ambient noise measurements have also proved quite interesting in their own right [Lynch 
et al. , 1993). 
Moorings were deployed in September of 1988 and recovered in September of 1989 (see 
Table 4.1). The instrument on mooring 2 failed after deployment due to leakage in a ca-
ble connection and was recovered and redeployed. However, it then failed completely after 
approximately one month of service. The receiver failed on mooring 3, but the source 
continued to function throughout the experiment. Receptions at mooring 1 became in-
creasingly erratic in the summer of 1989 because of disk drive problems. Data storage on 
all instruments generally ended near the end of July 1989 when no more disk space was 
available, thus there exists a gap of a month or more between the last recorded tomographic 
receptions and instrument recovery. Thus we have two-way travel-time information along 6 
paths, and one-way travel-time information over 4 additional paths. 
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Figure 4-4: Eigenrays for a Long Path (1-3, 1-4, or 3-5) in a) fall and b) winter. 
4.2 Acoustics in the Greenland Sea 
4.2.1 Forward modelling of propagation 
Exact solutions to the acoustic wave equation are difficult to generate in all but the most 
ideal cases, and in practice one of a number of approximations are usually used. Historically, 
tomographic inversions have been performed using the ray paradigm, a high-frequency ap-
proximation in which propagation of narrow "almost-plane" wave-front segments are traced 
through a spatially varying medium ignoring diffraction effects [ Brekhovskikh and Lysanov, 
1991). This is a very efficient representation when travel-times for pulse propagation along 
various rays differ substantially, and leads naturally into a fairly simple statement of the 
inverse problem. Rays that travel from the source to the receiver are called eigenrays, and 
in general sound travelling along different eigenrays will arrive at the receiver at different 
times. 
However, solution of the wave equation for propagation "near" a channel axis (i.e. a local 
sound-speed minimum) usually involves the summation of a large number of rays that arrive 
almost simultaneously, and it becomes easier to formulate a solution in terms of a small 
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Figure 4-5: Eigenrays for a Short Path (6-4, 6-5, 6-1, or 6-3) in a) fall and b) winter. 
number of normal modes (i.e. the eigenfunctions of the vertically separated wave equation 
[Brekhovskikh and Lysanov, 1991]). In a WKB sense, both solutions are equivalent , and a 
ray can be expressed as the sum of a number of constructively interfering normal modes 
(a "mode bundle") , and conversely a mode can be expressed as the sum of a number of 
constructively interfering rays (a "ray bundle") [Guthrie and Tindle, 1976] . For convenience 
we commonly speak of ray propagation for energy that travels far from the channel axis, 
and mode propagation for energy that is trapped near the channel axis. Between these two 
cases is a transition area where neither description is particularly efficient. 
To first order the sound-speed profile in the Greenland Sea is almost linear, with sound 
speed increasing as a function of depth due to pressure effects only. Thus all rays are upward-
refracting/surface reflecting1 and the channel axis is near the surface, in sharp contrast to 
the usual mid-latitude case where the channel axis lies below the seasonal thermocline at 
depths of about 1000m and rays do not necessarily reach the surface. 
The travel time for eigenrays increases as their turning depth (the maximum depth 
1 Ignoring for the moment the fact that shallow near-surface rays are actually trapped below the summer 
mixed-layer, but what's a small generalization between friends 
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a) Fall profile 
23/0ct/88 
137.5 138 138.5 139 139.5 
b) Winter profile 
19/Mar/89 
137.5 138 138.5 139 139.5 
Travel Time (sees) 
Figure 4-6: Predicted Arrival Pattern for a long path in a) fall and b) winter, using a profile 
similar to that actually seen, compared with actual receptions at the topmost hydrophone 
at mooring 4. Separate rays within the ray groups are generally not resolveable when pro-
cessing data from a single hydrophone. Identified groups for these waveforms are indicated 
by dotted lines 
attained by the ray) decreases. The earliest acoustic arrival is associated with the deepest-
travelling rays, and the latest arrivals are associated with near-surface modes. In this paper 
we will approximate the behavior of the last-arriving mode (the largest peak just before a 
final cut-off of energy) by using a "last" ray. This is not unreasonable since the the rays 
making up the "ray bundle" equivalent to the last-arriving mode all traverse approximately 
the same depth range of the ocean - thus they provide little independent information, and 
the information contained in the "last" ray is almost equivalent to that contained in the 
last mode. As we shall show below, the purely ray inverses are good enough to describe the 
large-scale oceanography. 
Figures 4-4 and 4-5 show plots of eigenrays for short and long paths using typical sound-
speed profiles from the fall (September) and winter (February) . Propagation along deeper 
rays is virtually unchanged throughout the year. Near the surface one can see that energy 
is trapped below the warm surface mixed layer as shallow rays (or low order modes) in 
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the fall, but that it reaches the surface in winter. Because of the near-axis location of the 
source/receiver pairs, eigenrays occur in groups of 4, all of whom have the same number 
of lower turning points. The earliest ray in a. group travels downwards from the source 
a.nd arrives at the receiver from below. The la.test ray in a group travels upwards from 
the source and arrives a.t the receiver from above. The middle rays either depart below 
and arrive from a.bove, or depart a.bove a.nd arrive from below. The transmitted pulse a.nd 
receiver array beamwidth parameters imply that two ra.ys groups ca.n be resolved for the 
short pa.ths, three for the medium length paths, a.nd four for the long pa.ths, followed by a. 
large "transition" region in which nothing can be resolved. In turn this transition region is 
followed by a "last" ray of near-surface propagation. Predicted tra.vel-times over a long path 
for fall- and winter-like profiles are shown in figure 4-6. The ra.y arrivals come in groups of 
4, although the 2 middle rays in ea.ch group ca.n only be resolved by angle since they a.re 
almost coincident in time. In theory the early a.nd late arrivals within a group are spa.ced 
fa.r enough apa.rt tha.t they can be resolved in time as well as by angle. Largest t ravel-time 
changes over the year occur for the last arrivals. Amplitudes generally increase with arrival 
time. 
4.2.2 Observed acoustic propagation 
Figure 4-6 also shows the arrival pattern a.ctua.lly observed over the 1-4 path a.t two different 
times. Only da.ta from a single hydrophone is plotted. The locations of various ra.y groups 
ca.n be immediately discerned (these identifications a.re shown by dotted lines). Individual 
ra.ys within a. group ca.n sometimes be identified, but in general bea.mforming is a.lwa.ys 
required to identify rays on the long paths. Over short pa.ths this is not a.lwa.ys the case. 
Note that the observed tra.vel times a.re different than those generated using the "typical" 
soundspeed profiles. These differences a.re the raw da.ta used in the tomographic inverses 
which are discussed a.t greater length in the next chapter. 
In order to show the seasonal changes more easily, a dotplot is used. Figure 4-7 shows 
dotplots for the observed acoustic propa.ga.tion after correction for mooring motion and 
clock drift for the uppermost hydrophone in the vertical a.rray for two different paths. To 
generate these figures, the travel-times for the 40 highest pea.ks in each individual arrivals 
(two of which were shown in figure 4-6) are plotted as dots along a. vertical line. Successive 
transmissions are plotted on successive vertical lines to the right . Eigenray tra.vel-times 
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a) 14 dotplot 
b) 64 dotplot 
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Figure 4-7: Dotplots from topmost hydrophone for a) long (1-4) and b) short (6-4) paths. 
Each received transmission is displayed along a vertical line, and has been corrected for 
clock and mooring motion. The 40 largest local maxima in each transmission are shown by 
dots. Three-day gaps have been eliminated for visual clarity. Ray arrivals can be seen as 
nearly-horizontal lines. Note the difference in vertical scale for both figures . 
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will then appear along roughly horizontal lines in a background noise. The two day gaps 
in the recorded data have been eliminated to increase visual coherence. As expected, the 
deepest-going ray groups can be easily identified, arriving in groups near 137.8 and 72.3 sees 
in a) and b) respectively. Following this group are one or more other ray groups. Finally, 
there is a confused region of high energy but with no discernible pattern, ending abruptly. 
Bottom-reflecting energy can be seen in both plots during the fall, at 139.2 and 72.65 sees 
respectively. At later times these arrivals are obscured by the stronger near-surface energy. 
The signal-to-noise ratio is noticeably lower in the long path (1-4) than in the short path 
(6-4), so that the array gain from beamforming on the receiver array is crucial to providing 
good results. 
Examining figure 4-7, one can discern 4 different regimes of propagation: early fall 
(October-November), late fall (December-January), winter (February-April), and spring 
(May onwards). 
Travel-time for the earliest rays varies by about 30ms over the year, whereas travel-times 
for the "last" ray can vary by almost 1s. The dotplots from July of 1989 are quite different 
from those of October 1988, implying either that we have not fully resolved the annual 
cycle or that significant interannual changes in the propagation conditions occur. Also note 
that while the cut-off of energy is usually quite sharp and easily visible, this is not the case 
during the late fall. Although this coincides with the period in which dense ice covers the 
array region, ray travel times are apparently not greatly affected by surface ice itself [Jin 
et al., 1993]. However, there exists a shallow, cold mixed layer whose base is just above 
the source/receiver pair. This sound-speed profile causes significant frequency-dependent 
dispersion of the modal energy because the degree to which modes are trapped in the mixed 
layer can change drastically with frequency for modes whose turning depths are close to the 
mixed layer base, i.e. the lowest order modes. We refer the reader to Sutton et al. [1993] 
and Jin et al. [1994] for more details of propagation during the late fall and winter. 
4.2.3 Spring transition 
There is an interesting acoustical effect that occurs during the transition from the winter 
to the spring periods, clearly visible when waveforms are normalized in a specific way. 
Figure 4-8 shows a gray-scaled dotplot for the 1-4 path. Instead of plotting merely the 
peak locations, each sample in the received waveform is plotted as a gray-scaled pixel. 
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Figure 4-8: Gray-scaled normalized dotplot for path 1-4. This presentation is similar to 
that in figure 4-7, although here each waveform sample is represented by a gray-shaded 
pixel, with larger values having a darker colour. Each reception has been normalized by its 
maximum value, and aligned by the last peak (at -30ms on they axis). Note the transition 
that appears near yearday 465 (marked by the vertical black bar). Before this time a last 
peak of width approximately 30ms is generally the largest, preceded by a somewhat smaller 
peak. After this time the last peak has been greatly reduced in relative amplitude, and 
maximum amplitudes occur in a broad region spanning the previous 300ms. 
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Furthermore, each reception is normalized by its maximum amplitude and aligned by the 
final arrival, which appears at about -30ms on the vertical axis. Before day 465 (April 9th 
1989), the major feature of the arrival pattern is a narrow, concentrated final arrival peak 
of width no greater than some 30ms. Approximately 40 ms before this final peak is another 
peak which is generally much smaller. After day 465, the amplitude of the final arrival 
is much reduced, and maximum amplitudes occur in a broad region spanning the previous 
300ms. Similar features can be seen in dotplots of other paths. We will now consider details 
of this feature as seen by the receiver on mooring 4 from all paths coming to that mooring. 
This last part of the arrival pattern, which consists of acoustic energy propagating near 
the surface, is most efficiently described in terms of acoustical normal modes rather than 
rays. The final peak corresponds to the lowest order mode, and can usually be resolved 
in time. Earlier modes can sometimes be resolved in time, but in general there is signifi-
cant interference between them. Since we are interested in the behavior of a large number 
of modes, we compute an incoherent (magnitude only) average performed across all hy-
drophones in order to provide some stability to the results. A simple cubic interpolation 
scheme was used to get an effective sample spacing of 2ms before averaging. For conve-
nience, the period during days 410-465 (13 February to 9 April) will be called the winter, 
and the following period the spring. 
Average winter arrival patterns for the 4 paths considered are shown in figure 4-9a. 
RMS amplitudes (in arbitrary units) have been multiplied by the square root of path range 
in order to remove cylindrical spreading effects, adjusted for the small differences in source 
level (a range of about 0.7 dB), and increased by .008 db/km to account for the attenuation 
due to boron relaxation at a temperature of 0°C [Clay and Medwin, 1977]. Time scales have 
also been normalized by range to adjust for mode dispersion (assuming that group velocities 
are uniform over the region), and the averaged waveforms horizontally aligned "by eye" to 
get the best agreement of peaks, so that modes of the same number appear at the same 
normalized time in all plots even though the actual time scales are different for each path. 
Mode 1 appears at 0.75, and mode 9 appears at roughly 0.5 on the normalized time axis. 
Since the width of modal arrival peaks is constant and their time separation will increase 
with range, this normalization will result in narrower peaks for longer paths. Thus mode 2 
can be resolved in time in the 1-4 path, is almost seen in the 3-4 and 5-4 paths, but is not 
visible in the 6-4 path. The general agreement of the amplitudes in the early part of the 
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Figure 4-9: Average receptions for paths to mooring 4 in a) winter and b) spring periods. 
Waveforms have been normalized in amplitude and time-scale to remove all range effects 
and small differences in source levels. 
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waveforms suggests that the normalization has taken into account all relevant range effects. 
The normalized amplitudes of modes along different paths will be affected by differences 
in the source depths, changes in the mean sound speed profile, and coupling losses due to 
variations in soundspeed along the different transmission paths. Energy coupled into other 
modes will arrive at other times. In particular, energy lost from the lowest order mode 
will always arrive earlier than the final peak. However energy coupled into the lowest order 
mode will not arrive as late as the original final mode peak. Thus mode coupling can only 
decrease the height of the final peak. The early part of the waveforms are composed of 
a large number of interfering modes, and coupling will not drastically change the energy 
levels there. 
Source depths were similar for all sources, and the mean soundspeed field in the upper 
waters was also similar over the array region. Thus the amplitude differences are probably 
due to differences in soundspeed variability over the array region (and hence differences in 
coupling losses) . Paths 1-4 and 5-4 travel through the northern part of the array which is 
heavily influenced by the dynamics of the nearby East Greenland Front. The northern part 
of the array (as well as the 3-4 path) is also covered by ice during the winter period. The 6-4 
path has the largest final peak. This path is almost co-located with path 1-4 although with 
half the range, and (as will be shown in chapter 7) it traverses the region of deep mixing 
and remains almost completely ice-free during this period. Thus it probably has the most 
homogeneous upper waters. Since the temperature and hence the soundspeed field is most 
uniform here, we would expect to find the smallest coupling losses and largest final peak 
for transmissions along this path. Another possible explanation for the height of this peak 
is modal interference between 2 modes time-resolved in longer paths. If we assume that 
the phase relationship between the 2 modes is random between transmissions, then mode 
average powers (squares of RMS amplitude) add. This correction accounts for only about 
one third of the differences in peak amplitude between the 6-4 path and the other paths. 
As will be shown below, the actual amplitudes have a large variance, so that some of the 
remaining difference may simply be an artifact of the finite sample size used in the average. 
Average spring waveforms for the 4 paths are shown in figure 4-9b, normalized as above 
and plotted on the same vertical scale. The average waveforms for 5-4 and 1-4 remain very 
similar to each other, although the winter and spring averages are quite different. The final 
peak is greatly diminished, to about 30% of its previous amplitude, but the earlier part of 
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the waveform is unchanged (for 5-4) or even a little higher (for 1-4). The 6-4 waveform 
shows a reduction of the peak amplitude to about 50% of its previous value, but is now 
very similar to the 3-4 waveform whose change is fairly small and undramatic. During this 
spring period the array is largely ice-free. Source and receiver depths remain unchanged. 
Mean soundspeed profiles change in the spring due to the growth of a warm mixed layer . 
This will effectively move the channel axis downwards towards the source depth. Ignoring 
coupling losses, this would result in a small increase in the amplitude of the final peak. 
Since this is contrary to the observations, we conclude that there must be an large increase 
in coupling losses. The greater changes seen to the north occur because the northern paths 
are closer to the dynamically active frontal region. Since warm and cold surface waters 
will be mixing there, the magnitude of soundspeed variability will be larger, increasing the 
coupling losses. 
One final view of this phenomenon is shown in figure 4-10. Here we show time series 
of the last peak amplitude before any averaging, as well as net surface fluxes at 3 hourly 
intervals from analyses of the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO) Fine-mesh 
Operational Forecast model, more details of which are given in Chapter 6. Dotted bars 
indicate the mean amplitude and ±1 standard deviation about this mean. One can see 
clearly a noticeable change in the acoustic behavior near day 465 in all paths except 3-4, 
and a concurrent change in the sign of the net surface fluxes. Amplitudes in the winter 
tend to have a large variance, which is greatest for the shortest path (6-4), consistent with 
coupling losses or modal interferences due to mesoscale soundspeed variability along the 
path. Over longer paths the average will be more stable than over shorter paths. 
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Figure 4-10: a) Net UKMO surface heat fluxes b) Amplitude of last peak for all 4 paths. 
Amplitudes have been normalized to remove range effects and small differences in source 
levels. 
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Chapter 5 
Tomographic Inverses 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we describe the computation and validation of tomographic slice inverses 
using observed eigenray travel-times to determine range-average heat content and temper-
ature profiles. In the previous chapter general characteristics of acoustic propagation were 
discussed. We begin here by describing the generation of travel-time series for eigenrays 
and quantification of their errors. Next, we summarize mathematical aspects of the linear 
inverse procedure, and in particular the method by which estimates of the inverse error can 
be determined. To generate optimal results, a priori specifications of solution statistics are 
needed. These are stated and justified. A method for dealing with the sharp temperature 
gradients seen at the base of shallow cold mixed layers is described. These shallow cold 
mixed layers are very poorly resolved by the linear inverse. Other errors arising from acous-
tic interactions with surface ice, the soundspeedjtemperature conversion, and higher-order 
terms in the perturbation expansion used to linearize the inverse problem are quantified and 
shown to be minimal in most cases. Finally we show some of the results, and verify their 
correctness by making limited comparisons with independent information. More detailed 
analysis of the results is deferred to chapter 7. 
It should be emphasized that much of the previous theoretical and empirical experience 
with tomographic methods was based on observations and simulations of a mid-latitude 
deep sound channel. Many of the practical aspects of deriving tomographic inverses in 
a high-latitude surface ducted environment - some of which were quite new and hitherto 
unsuspected -were discovered during this analysis. 
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5.2 Eigenray Travel-time Series 
Acoustic observations were discussed in the last chapter. From this data, ray travel-time 
series were computed for all paths. Different programs were used for data recorded by the 
WHOI/Webb receivers (moorings 4 and 5) and the SIO receivers (moorings 1 and 6). For 
the Webb receivers, data-windows were manually specified for each ray group using the 
dotplots. Windows were generally about lOOms wide for the first arrival, and narrower 
for later arrivals. However, the location of the window's center would vary as a function 
of geophysical time along a small number of user-specified line segments. A peak-picking 
program would then beamform the energy from all receiver elements to the nominal ray 
angle, searching for peak pairs separated by approximately the correct time interval by 
correlating with a pre-defined pulse replica. Once a peak pair had been located, parabolic 
interpolation was used to determine the ray arrival times and amplitudes. No tracking was 
done between receptions to remove the possibility that the tracking would drift . However, 
this sometimes resulted in the mis-identification of rays within the same group , especially 
when only one of the two rays arriving at the same angle actually appeared, and would also 
result in misidentifications which generated outliers when both rays failed to arrive. Quality 
control of the travel-time information, based on a combination of tests for peak signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) and amplitude comparison with other peaks in the data window, generally 
identified most of the outliers for subsequent processing. 
Stable bottom-reflected arrivals were observed along most paths. These were not used in 
the inverses for several reasons. Their SNR was small (hence travel-time errors, especially 
those due to misidentification, were very large). There were some difficulties in resolving up-
and down- arriving rays at high angles due to sidelobe aliasing in the receiver array. And 
finally, although bathymetry was measured along all tracks as part of the array deployment, 
successful prediction of the travel-time of these bottom-reflected rays occurred in only a few 
cases1 . 
The last ray was tracked somewhat differently. In this case a threshold SNR was set 
(after some experimentation), and the last peak higher than this threshold in a coherent 
average across all hydrophones was selected. This guarded against the case when the largest 
peak did not correspond with the last arrival. A period when this occurs was discussed in 
1 although these rays have been used to estimate the bottom critical angle [Lynch et al., 1993]. 
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Figure 5-1: Travel-time series for a) long (1-4) and b) short (6-4) paths. Solid and dotted 
lines represent reciprocal series. Differences between reciprocal series are small (order 10ms) 
except for the last arrival during December and January. A small bias between the last 
arrival series at other times during the year is due to the use of different tracking algorithms 
and is not important for the inverses. 
the previous chapter. 
For the SIO receivers , a slightly more sophisticated algorithm was used. Correlations 
were performed in a 2-dimensional time-angle window, and some tracking was enabled. For 
these reasons, and also because these instruments had a sampling time of 4ms- double that 
of the Webb receivers - the resulting time series are qualitatively smoother. For comparison 
purposes one path was tracked using both programs. Resulting travel-time series were not 
significantly different (P. Worcester, pers. comm. 1992). 
Travel times for all receptions in a given day were combined to form daily or 3-daily 
series (examples along two paths are shown in figure 5-1; compare with the dotplots of figure 
4-7). This was done partly to remove tidal and inertial effects and improve the t ravel-time 
estimate, partly to overcome difficulties with erroneous/ missing data, and partly to generate 
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regularly spaced time series. A median value was used to characterize one day's receptions 
because of its robustness with respect to outliers. Spectral analysis of the sum and difference 
time series indicated that features with periods of less than about 1-2 days were below a 
flat noise floor (except for tidal/inertial peaks in the difference series), so that not much 
information was lost in decimating the data in this way. On several occasions over long 
paths there were no good travel-times available during a day for a particular ray; time series 
were linearly interpolated over these gaps. Time series for reciprocal rays almost always 
agree within 0(10ms). A notable exception is the last-peak series during December and 
January. During this period period frequency-dependent mode dispersion in the shallow 
cold near-surface mixed-layer causes problems with the ray paradigm [Sutton et al., 1993; 
Jin et al., 1994] and makes identification of a "last" ray more uncertain. The constant 
difference in reciprocal last-peak series seen during much of the year is due to a small 
difference in peak-tracking algorithms associated with the different instrument designs, and 
is not important in these inverses. 
Travel-time observations for different rays are assumed to be independent (or at least 
uncorrelated). Standard errors for short paths are about ±3ms for the earliest ray arrivals 
and about ±15ms for the "last" ray, except during December/ January when a value of 
±200ms is considered more reasonable. For long paths the errors are about double this 
size. Errors are also in general slightly smaller for rays arriving at moorings 1 and 6 than 
for the reciprocal rays arriving at moorings 4 and 5. These short path values are about 
one-half those used in Sutton et al. [1993], and are roughly consistent with the level of a 
flat noise floor for periods less than about 1-2 days found in robust spectral estimates of 
the travel-times. They are thus estimates of the actual variability in travel-times, rather 
than estimates based on predictions about internal wave noise etc. Note that for two-way 
travel times clock errors are not important. For one-way travel-times these numbers will 
include the effects of short-term random errors in the mooring motion time series and clock 
corrections, but will not include the slowly varying bias (of order ±1 ms) remaining from 
the clock corrections described in Appendix A, which we assume are too small in relation 
to the other errors to have much effect on temperature inverses. 
Since one expects purely instrumental errors to be similar for all rays, other effects must 
be important in producing this pattern of increasing error with increasing travel-time for 
a given path. In particular, later rays generally arrive closer together, and thus there is 
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a greater possibility of interference. Internal wave activity is probably also greater in the 
upper ocean, which would also increase variability in the later (and shallower) rays. Visual 
inspection of the travel-time series suggests that the stated errors are valid for the entire 
year after outliers have been removed. 
The presence of surface ice can modify the travel-times of steeper rays. The travel-time 
changes induced by these effects are on the order of 1 ms [Jin et al., 1993], and their effects 
on the inverse are discussed further in section 5.3.5. 
An attempt was made to match the results of forward modelling with the observed 
travel-times using soundspeed profiles determined from the deployment CTD casts. At this 
point it was discovered that ranges based on the surveyed anchor locations were inconsistent 
with the data- in fact, the ranges seemed to be in error by up to several hundred meters. It is 
possible to estimate this error jointly with the sound-speed profiles in the inverse procedure. 
If the range error is small, making a "locally plane wave" assumption for the ray arrivals 
leads to an obvious extension to the linear inverse [ Cornuelle, 1985]. Here we make the 
full (non-linear) correction by adjusting ranges so that the forward modelling predictions 
of travel-time and inverse estimates of temperature at deployment were consistent with 
observed values (see also section 5.3.5 below). Range adjustments were of order 200m, 
consistent with accuracy of LORAN-C, and are presumed to be accurate to within about 
5m. 
5.3 Range-Independent Slice Inverses 
The simplest inverse to understand is the slice inverse - an inverse along a single mooring to 
mooring path. Computing slice inverses avoids the issue of differing biases along different 
paths due to range errors. The lower dimensionality of the problem also makes working 
with the results much easier. Range-dependent slice inverses are possible by exploiting the 
asymmetry in up- and down- going rays [Howe et al., 1987]. However, the asymmetry is very 
weak here due to the source/receiver geometry. Range-independent slice inverses for range-
average profiles, on the other hand, are relatively robust. It is also possible to easily plot the 
time evolution of the temperature profiles -again this is not necessarily a trivial issue when 
so much is unknown. Thus it was decided that range-independent slice inverses would be 
generated in this analysis. Combined ray /mode slice inverses to determine range-averaged 
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near-surface information during February / March for the 1-6 path have been generated by 
Sutton et al. [1993], and a fully 3-D inverse is being pursued by W. Morawitz (pers. comm. 
1993). 
The usual formulation of the inverse problem in terms of the ray paradigm is used 
here. Note that near-surface propagation is not really described by a single ray at all. 
Since it turns out that most of the variability (i.e. the temperature signal) occurs near the 
surface, some method must be used to deal with this problem. We have approximated the 
last arrival by a so-called "last" ray. Although such an approach is not strictly correct 
since the final peak is really due to the sum of a number of interfering rays, these rays all 
traverse approximately the same depth range of the water column and thus they contain 
little independent information. Also, as we shall show below, the smoothing inherent in the 
inverse tends to diminish the problem. 
Inverse solutions generally proceed by estimating corrections to some background profile 
using a linear perturbation approach [Munk and Wunsch, 1979) although other methods 
are possible, e.g. the finite amplitude inverse using Abel transforms [Munk and Wunsch, 
1983), or matched-field processing [Tolstoy and Diachok, 1991; Tolstoy, 1992; Goncharov 
and Voronovich, 1993). As will be shown below, the lack of vertical resolution (especially 
near the surface), makes application of many sophisticated procedures somewhat pointless 
since they require much more information about the solution space than was known initially. 
Thus the linear inverse was used to produce consistent and useful solutions. 
5.3.1 Linear inverse theory 
A brief outline of the range-independent tomographic slice inverse problem formulation will 
be presented here. In general the travel-time T along some ray path r through a soundspeed 
field c( x, z) can be represented by the path integral 
T = f ds 
lr c (5.1) 
By Fermat's principle, small perturbations gc affect the travel time to first order only 
through the argument of the integral equation (5.1), and not through changes in the ray 
path r. The effect of path length changes are cancelled by the sounds peed changes along 
the perturbed paths, so that (to first order) we can consider the ray paths to be effectively 
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"frozen". This results in a considerable simplification since the perturbed integral equation 
is then approximately linear in the unknown soundspeed change cc: 
T + ct ~ -- ~ - - - -lr ds lr ds lr (cc) ds r c + cc r c r c c (5.2) 
The perturbation part of this equation can be discretized by assuming constant range-
independent soundspeed variations Cci to the mean soundspeed Ci in adjoining depth bins 
Zj < Z < Zi+l: 
(5.3) 
where the total length of the segments of the ray path r which lie in the ith depth bin 
is given by dsi. More sophisticated discretizations in terms of modal expansions of the 
soundspeed perturbation are possible, but the main reason for using such expansions -
efficiency in describing ocean processes - does not really apply here since we have very little 
idea as to what ocean processes must be included. The vertical discretization grid is chosen 
to be much finer than the resolution of the inverse (a 30m spacing was used between 0 and 
3000m), so that (5.3) can be considered a finite difference approximation to the continuous 
perturbation part of (5.2) rather than a projection onto a finite set of modes, for example, 
the lowest order baroclinic modes of the shallow water equations. 
We have neglected the effect of ocean currents in this derivation. Along-track currents 
result in an additional perturbation term in (5.2) whose effects can be exactly cancelled in 
principle by averaging travel-times for reciprocal transmissions. Since all transmissions in 
the array took place within an 8 minute window, non-reciprocal effects are minimized. In 
this experiment, the current effects on the travel-times are quite small, and there is little 
difference between inverses made with one-way and mean two-way travel-times. 
By writing equations in the form of (5.3) for all rays, we form a linearized matrix 
equation (the "model") 
ct =Ace+ n (5.4) 
in which there are generally many more unknowns (elements Cci of cc) than there are 
observations (elements of ct ). An exact solution is not necessarily guaranteed, since there 
is no reason, a priori, to assume that travel-time observations are consistent with the model 
or even with each other to better than some measurement error n. Higher order terms 
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neglected in the approximation (5.2) will also result in a misfit between the model and the 
observations. The importance of such terms can be determined by comparing the difference 
between observed ray travel-times and those computed for the inverse profiles with the 
a priori estimates of data errors. One can account for significant model misfit errors by 
artificially increasing n; this is not done here. A number of different solution techniques 
for this type of problem have been used. Here we apply the singular value decomposition 
(SVD) approach of Chiu et al. [1987] to find solutions with the least mean square error, i.e. 
the optimal estimates of the Gauss-Markov Theorem. A summary of this method follows. 
First, the system of equations ( 5.4) is transformed and normalized into a space of uncor-
related variables with unit variance to remove biases resulting from purely numerical effects 
(e.g. the dimensional units of the various parameters): 
ai = Aac + n (5.5) 
where 
A- R-1/2 ARl/2 
- nn cc (5.6) 
ai = R~~~2at (5.7) 
a- - R-112 a n- nn n (5.8) 
r _ ~1;2a c- c c (5.9) 
A priori estimates of covariance matrices for the travel-time errors Rnn (discussed above) 
and for the soundspeed variations Rcc (discussed in the next section) are used in this 
transformation. 
The singular value decomposition of A can be written as: 
(5.10) 
where A is a matrix whose diagonal elements are called the singular values Ai, and U and 
V are matrices whose columns ui and vi are corresponding eigenvectors determined by the 
equations: 
ATU =VA (5.11) 
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By convention the eigenvectors are normalized to have unit norm, i.e. 
VTV=I (5.12) 
Note that the dimensions of U, A, and V are not necessarily identical, and that A is not 
square. The ~i are non-negative, and the number of non-zero ~i are equivalent to the 
rank of A or alternatively the number of pieces of independent information in the problem. 
Formally we can write a solution to (5.5): 
(5.13) 
where it is understood that A -l is a matrix whose diagonal elements are ~i1 • Problems 
arise when some of the singular values are zero (i.e. the problem is underdetermined), or are 
very close to zero2 • Since the ~[ are analogous to signal-to-noise ratios associated with the 
various eigenvectors, this is an indication that corresponding parts of the solution space are 
badly determined. In order to avoid the noise due to these badly determined components, 
we form instead the optimal Gauss-Markov estimate: 
(5.14) 
This tapering downweights those parts of solution with ~[ < 1 and preserves those with 
~[ > 1. By substituting (5.4) and (5.10) into this solution, we can find a resolution matrix 
(5.15) 
which relates the actual perturbation De to the expected value of the estimate <De>. The 
ith row or column of R is the resolution kernel associated with a field perturbed only in the 
ith vertical box (although one should note that the actual data perturbations are governed 
by Rcc and that, in general, delta-function perturbations will not occur). Examination of 
the compactness and shape of these resolution kernels reveals the smoothing and accuracy 
inherent in the inverse. 
2This is always the case in ocean acoustic tomography. In fact , the number of significantly non-zero .>.; 
is generally equivalent to the number of ray groups in the inverses computed here, rather than the number 
of rays, which is to be expected since ray paths within a group are very similar. 
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One advantage of linear inverse methods, other than their simplicity, is that estimates 
of the solution errors (called the solution uncertainty) can be made. In particular, the mean 
square error or total error of the solution can be written as 
I • ' 12 1/2( ) 1/2 Ct: =< cc - uc >= ~c I - R Rcc . (5.16) 
Notice that as the resolution gets better (R-. I), the uncertainty will decrease. However, 
the total error of the solution will be similar to the a priori estimates in regions where 
there is no resolution (R-. 0). We can separate the total uncertainty into two independent 
terms: a bias component < cc >-cc arising from the inherent resolution problems due to the 
finite number of rays, and a random component cc-< cc > due to noise in the observations. 
The covariance of the random component is written 
(5 .17) 
Usually when plotting results, the error bars shown are the diagonal elements of the uncer-
tainty matrices . However, these are conservative estimates that ignore the effects of vertical 
correlations in the data. 
In this thesis we shall generally speak of temperature and sound-speed interchange-
ably, since sound-speed changes are primarily temperature dependent within the ranges of 
temperature and salinity observed in this region. Specifically we will use the approximation 
oc oc 
cc = aT . oT + as . cs (5.18) 
~ 4.6 · cT ms- 1 oc-1 
By adding the temperature perturbations to the background profile, we form temperature 
profiles, which are converted to potential temperature e using a background salinity profile. 
In practise this amounts to little more than the addition of a depth-dependent offset x( z ): 
e = 8T + Tbackground + x( z) (5.19) 
The approximation (5.18) will be discussed at greater length in section 5.3.5 below. 
Finally, we form heat content estimates by vertically integrating potential temperature 
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profiles to a depth close to the bottom and below which the temperature is assumed to 
remain constant, chosen here to be 3000m: 
(5.20) 
The mean square error of this estimate can be found using (5.16-5.19): 
CH < IH - Hl2 > 
(pocpdz/4.6)2 < I ~)cci- cciW > 
= (pocpdz / 4.6? L L Ce( i, j) (5.21) 
j 
where we have assumed that dzi = dz is constant for simplicity. That is, the heat content 
uncertainty is equivalent to a double integral over the temperature uncertainty. If the mean 
square error of the inverse sound-speed profiles Ce is diagonal, the heat content error is 
equivalent to the sum of uncorrelated errors with depth (i.e. a sum of squares), whereas if 
the errors are all perfectly correlated (i.e. Ce = 55 T for some s) the heat content error is 
equivalent to the square of the sum of the errors. Usually the structure of the errors will 
fall somewhere between these two extremes. 
5.3.2 Background profile 
For simplicity, the same background profile was used for all paths and for the whole year. 
Using the same background profile speeds up the inverse procedure immensely, since forward 
modelling through the background environment has to be done only once per path, and 
sensitivity analyses are carried out only once for each nominal path length. The gyre center 
of the Greenland Sea is characterized by very weak vertical stratification. There exists a 
surface mixed layer whose depth is about 50m and whose temperature is about 4°C by 
early September, but which cools to the freezing point ( -1.8°C) and deepens somewhat 
during the winter (see chapter 3). Underneath the mixed layer from depths of 100-400m 
lies warmer more saline Arctic Intermediate Water (AIW) with temperatures in the range 
-1°C to 0°C (see figures 3-7 and 5-2). The AIW is very visible in fall profiles, but seems to 
disappear in March profiles. Below the AIW is a slight temperature minimum of -1.08°C at 
about 1500m. At depths of approximately 2000-3000m the in-situ - rather than potential 
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Figure 5-2: Background profile superimposed on CTD and Nansen bottle casts data taken 
during 9/88, 2/89, and 9/89 representing the hydrographic extremes. a) Temperature 
profiles in near the surface show most variability, but b) are fairly constant below 1500m. 
c) Salinity variations are greatest in the upper lOOm, although small changes can be seen 
down to at least lOOOm in winter. d) Deep salinity profiles show a slight maximum. 
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-temperature remains curiously constant, at about -1.06°C. This interesting phenomenon 
was also remarked on by Bourke et al. [1993). Below 3000m, in-situ temperature increases 
slightly. 
Salinity is generally low very near the surface (figure 5-2), and almost constant below 
500m at a value of 34.895 (actually there seems to be a slight maximum at depths of 2500m; 
see also the discussion in Aagaard et al. [1985]). 
The background profile was thus chosen to have a constant in-situ temperature of 
-1.06°C to match the actual temperature profiles below 2000m, and a constant salinity of 
34.895 psu (see figure 5-2). Above 2000m the choice of profile is not critical, as long as 
surface temperatures lie somewhere between -1.8° and 4°C. Figure 5-2 also shows that the 
temperature observations at depths of greater than 2000m have a scatter of some ±0.01 °C 
which is presumed to be due to instrumental biases and should be kept in mind when 
comparisons with inverse profiles are made. The background sound-speed profile is then 
calculated using the Del Grosso algorithm [Del Grosso, 1974), and is an almost linear func-
tion of depth. 
When iterations of the inverse were performed, the new background profile was deter-
mined by averaging the original inverse profiles over roughly monthly intervals. 
5.3.3 Model covariances and Inverse Uncertainty 
It is in principle possible to estimate the model covariance matrix Rcc from actual data. 
However it is difficult to both estimate the errors in such a sample covariance matrix, 
especially one based on the somewhat sparse information available, and to determine the 
inverse sensitivity to these errors. Thus a simple analytic form was chosen for the covariance 
matrix, both to allow better control and understanding of the sensitivity of the result and 
because it was not clear that the "more sophisticated" approach would be any better. The 
depth dependence of sound speed variance was chosen to follow the simple exponential 
decay that seemed to characterize the available observations (see figure 5-3): 
(5.22) 
where u0 = 5 m/s and L 0 = 450m were chosen to match the profiles over the whole year, 
and u0 = 3 m/s and L 0 = 600 where chosen for detailed views of the deep mixing period. 
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Figure 5-3: Depth dependence of soundspeed variance. Available T ,S profiles were converted 
to soundspeed and the background profile subtracted to give perturbation profiles shown 
by dotted lines (fall) and dashed lines (winter). Parameters of the exponentially decaying 
variance were chosen as shown. 
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This has the effect of reducing variance near the surface but leaving it almost unchanged 
below 500m. M(z) is a function used to parametrize the highly variable mixed-layer; it is 
set to 3 m/ s for depths ~ lOOm for inverses during the fall and summer. The covariances 
were set according to 
(5.23) 
where l:,.z = z;- Zj, and L = (L(z;) + L(zj ))/2. The covariance length scale (or equivalently 
the smoothing scale) L was set in a number of ways. Solutions were not particularly sensitive 
to the choice as long as L was greater than several hundred meters, implying that the inverse 
pictures are indeed data-driven. However, the structure of the inverse error estimates are 
quite sensitive to the choice of L. Soundspeed errors increase by a factor of almost 10 as 
L decreases from 2000m to 500m, although heat content errors change by only a factor of 
3 since the increase in error at a particular depth is matched by a decrease in the vertical 
correlation of these errors. When producing time series covering the entire year, we use 
L = 1500- 1450 exp{ -z/800}m. However, during February and March, the inverses show 
that temperature perturbations are smaller and are apparently of larger vertical extent , so 
for detailed analysis during this period, we use L = 1500- 1100 exp{ -z/800}m. It should 
be emphasized that the major features of the solutions are rather insensitive to this change, 
although error estimates are greatly reduced. Estimated uncertainty is shown in figure 5-4a 
for a short path. During most of the year the total (random) uncertainties are almost ±l°C 
(±0.5°C) in the upper 60m, about ±0.2°C (±0.07°C) from 60-400m, ±0.05°C (±0.02°C) 
from 400-1200m, and ±0.02°C (±O.Ol5°C) at 1500m. During February to April the bias is 
small, and total and random errors are almost the same. Note that the uncertainties are 
correlated vertically; this is not shown here. In fact, although uncertainties are smaller in 
the spring period they are more correlated vertically, and it turns out the the heat content 
uncertainty is approximately 10 X 107 Jm-2 at all times. Since the observational errors are 
larger for longer ranges, it turns out that the structure and size of error estimates for longer 
paths is very similar. 
To investigate the smoothing inherent in the inverse, which is related to the depth error 
for a particular isotherm, we examine the resolution kernels (see figures 5-4b and c). The 
kernels are in general well localized with the median of the kernel coinciding with the depth 
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Figure 5-4: Uncertainty and resolution kernels. a) Root Mean Square Error estimates for the 
inverses during the February/April period (thin line) and during the rest of the year (thick 
line). The random component is indicated by dotted lines, and is similar in both cases. 
During the deep mixing period the error is mostly due to observational error, during the 
rest of the year inverse bias is significant. b) Resolution kernels of the inverse at selected 
depths for most of the year, and c) during Feb/Mar. Curve labels are located at kernel 
median points (arrows). These estimates are for a short path, those for longer paths are 
very similar. 
of the perturbation over the range 0-1500m, although the mode is too shallow for depths 
of 500 to 1500m, and the mean too deep (by up to 200m) over the same depth range. 
Simulations show that isotherm depths can be in error by order 200m for profiles similar to 
those observed during February-March, but that this error is a smooth function of depth , 
i.e. small relative changes in isotherm depths are more accurately determined. 
When iterations are performed, the variance terms are sometimes reduced, but in mag-
nitude only. The decay scale L 0 and the correlation structure as determined by L are not 
changed. Iteration changes the structure of the errors in small ways but broadly speaking 
they remain similar to those shown in figure 5-4a. 
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5.3.4 Corrections during ice-covered period 
During December and January a cold shallow mixed layer covers the array region. Although 
the inverses show this feature, the smoothed nature of the inverse tends to average out sharp 
gradients, resulting in a spurious warming at intermediate depths (this was also found in 
simulations). On the other hand, the heat content (i.e. the mean temperature), is a relatively 
robust measurement as along as travel-times can be determined. 
It is possible to restate the inverse problem from first principles in such a way as to 
account for this shortcoming but the extremely uncertain quality of the last ray travel-time 
series during this time make such an investment difficult to justify. Even if the last ray 
travel-time was more accurate, the small number of rays make it impossible to generate 
profiles as correct as those that occur at other times during the year. During the fall 
and summer, the last ray travels underneath the mixed-layer and hence the mixed-layer 
depth can be found through iteration, whereas last ray paths are quite insensitive to the 
mixed-layer depth in December/ January. In fact, it is shown in Sutton et al. [1993) that 
the final ray travel time tends to ignore the cold mixed-layer while it is shallower than 
the source/receiver depth. Inverses with a number of different correlation structures and 
background profiles were performed and iterated until convergence had occurred, but the 
resulting profiles had little in common other than a colder surface layer with warmer water 
underneath. 
Instead we shall use the robustness of the heat content to fit a temperature profile with 
one free parameter - the depth of the mixed layer. Figure 5-5 shows the model used . The 
background profile is representative of those seen in bottle casts at the end of November. 
This model is applied to heat content estimates during December and January in all inverses. 
Actual mixed-layer depths are not correct because the heat content estimates on which this 
procedure is based have errors, because the mixed-layer temperature is not known exactly, 
and because the deeper waters may in fact be warming slightly at this time (increases in 
the temperature of the AIW can be seen in the thermistor data of Schott et al. [1993), and 
as will be shown in Chapter 7 the heat content curves also imply a warming). For actual 
data, a smooth transition with the original inverses at the beginning of December and the 
beginning of February is made by using a tapered weighting function. 
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Figure 5-5: One-parameter model used to form temperature profiles in December and Jan-
uary. The background profile (thick solid line) is similar to profiles observed at the end of 
November (dotted lines). In order to match heat content with the observations, the depth 
of a mixed layer with temperatures near the freezing point (dashed line) is varied. 
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5.3.5 Nonlinearity and Other Errors 
The inverse procedure outlined above is capable of estimating errors in the solution based 
on the a priori estimates of errors in the input variables and the assumptions of the model. 
If the model is incorrect, then the error estimates will be flawed, so that one must test for 
consistency with the assumed a priori statistics. A first test is to retrace rays through the 
inverse profiles , and compare their travel-times with the observations. If the travel-time 
differences between the data and retraced rays (the residual errors) are consistent with the 
assumed data errors, we have a consistent solution (although not necessarily a correct one). 
A full analysis was carried out for several paths, and the results extrapolated to all paths. 
In general a linear inverse resulted in consistent solutions for the deep rays at all times. The 
"last" ray was consistent with the obervations during the deep mixing phase (i.e. February-
May), during December and January (recall that the assumed errors were extremely large 
during this time), and was marginally consistent in the summer (June and July). During 
fall (October and November) the retraced last ray for short paths was about 50ms later 
than the observations. A single iteration was enough to generate a fully consistent solution 
during the fall and summer for short paths, but 2 or 3 iterations were needed in the long 
paths before solutions converged. In the iterated inverse, the last ray, which reflected from 
the surface in the original background profile (similar to that shown in figures 4-4 b and 4-5 b) 
becomes trapped underneath the surface mixed-layer (see figures 4-4a and 4-5a). Iteration 
changes the temperature profiles very little (in fact, even the greatest changes during the 
fall are within a factor of 2 of the estimated uncertainty). Thus although the details of 
the profiles change slightly, the basic results are unchanged. Iteration did not significantly 
reduce the residual errors in the deeper rays. It is important to note that the residual errors 
in the last ray can probably be reduced to zero by repeated iteration since this ray is largely 
independent of the other rays, whereas errors in the travel-times for deeper rays will appear 
as irreduceable inconsistencies in the model equations. 
Heat content time series remained essentially unchanged by the iteration, which just 
redistributes heat over the water column. The heat content is most influenced by the 
deeper rays which average the entire water column, and is only marginally affected by the 
last ray. Thus for heat content computations, iteration is not necessary. 
However, we are not interested in travel-times as such, nor even in sound-speed - the 
product of the inverse - rather we would like to observe temperature. Although the two are 
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approximately related ( cf. equation 5.18), salinity effects exist. Figure 5-6 shows contours 
of soundspeed perturbation as a function of salinity and temperature near the surface and 
at 1500m. In both cases the sensitivity is almost identical. Isovelocity contours are almost 
horizontal, indicating that salinity effects will be small. The most extreme temperature 
errors will occur in the fall. In the fresh water that exists in the mixed-layer at this 
time, warm temperatures in the upper 50m can be underestimated by (5.18) by as much 
as 0.25°C, giving a cold heat content bias of about 5 x 107 Jm-2 • However, the salinity 
dependency of soundspeed is almost linear, and so in terms of relative heat content changes 
throughout the year it is the changes in the salinity averaged over the water column that 
are important. From figure 3-8 we can deduce that the maximum change will be less than 
two thirds this value, i.e. the bias will vary from about 2 x 107 to 5 x 107 Jm-2 , implying a 
seasonal uncertainty of ±1.5 x 107 Jm-2 . Since the surface waters at mooring 6 were least 
fresh in the fall compared with the other moorings, the bias is probably even smaller for 
paths through the center of the array. This value is about 6 times smaller than the inverse 
estimated uncertainty. 
A surface ice cover can affect travel-times for deeper rays in two ways: first, the level at 
which the reflection occurs moves below the surface to the base of the ice, thus decreasing 
the path length. Secondly, acoustic beam displacements and time delays can occur during 
the reflection. However the exact characteristics of the ice (draft and acoustic shear and 
compressional wave speeds) on which these effects depend are unknown. Further problems 
arise since we do not know the exact geometry of the ice field; at most a statistical repre-
sentation is available. An exhaustive analysis was carried out by Jin et al. [1993] over a 
number of cases presumed to cover all possibilities. 
When shear velocities in the ice are greater than the sounds peed in water, total internal 
reflection occurs and travel-times decrease. However, in the opposite case acoustic energy 
can penetrate into the ice, and significant energy losses and increases in travel-time can 
result especially at ice thicknesses for which resonance conditions occur. However , very low 
shear speeds are generally associated with newly-formed keels and it is unlikely that these 
will be found in the central Greenland Sea. For path distances typical of the tomography 
array, the travel-time changes are of the order of 1 ms for ice thicknesses less than 1 meter. 
This bias is well below the travel-time uncertainties, and hence has little effect on tempera-
ture inverses. Although the changes are positively correlated across all rays and hence may 
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Figure 5-6: Errors in the conversion of soundspeed to temperature. Contours of soundspeed 
velocity as a function of temperature and salinity are shown for the surface (solid lines), at 
1500m (dotted lines) and using the approximation (5.18) (dashed lines). Vertical bars near 
numerical labels indicate inverse-estimated errors. The background profile is indicated by 
the circle labelled "B". The shaded square indicates the range of T,S observed at 500m. 
Errors are greatest for the fresh surface water (of the same order as the inverse estimated 
errors), but are negligible below 500m. 
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have a greater effect on heat content, simulations extending the results shown in Jin et al. 
> 
[1993] show that the resulting bias is probably somewhat less than that predicted by the 
inverse. We will therefore ignore this effect. 
Although range-independent inverses can determine the exact range-average profile to 
first order, they can suffer from biases in comparison to the actual range average due to 
quadratic effects of range variations. [Mercer and Booker, 1983; Munk and Wunsch, 1985; 
Munk and Wunsch, 1987]. This is of greatest importance during the February /March, where 
(as we shall show in Chapter 7) the tomographic result is an average though a large number 
of plumes. However, simulations showed that travel-times through a soundspeed field with 
large wavenumber variations typical of the plume structures presumed to exist were almost 
exactly the same as travel-times through the mean field (differences were somewhat less 
than 1 ms) so this effect is also assumed to be negligible. 
5.4 Some Results 
Inverses for some paths are shown in figures 5-7 and 5-8, along with time series of ice 
concentration above each endpoint (a discussion of the ice concentration estimates follows 
in Chapter 6) and a comparison of inverse temperatures with thermistor records at a depth 
of 95m. The 6-4 and 1-5 paths are shown and described in greater detail in Chapter 7. 
Inverses have been slightly smoothed in time using a 3 point filter with relative weights of 
1-4-1 giving a 3dB point 0.09 cpd. The period during which the one-parameter fit to heat 
content has been made is indicated by hatching. It is useful to compare these results with 
the monthly climatology in figure 3-7a. 
First we show the 1-4 path (figure 5-7), which cuts through the center of the gyre. 
The temperature evolution here is quite smooth - no large temperature fluctuations are 
evident. The warm fall mixed-layer slowly cools, and possibly slowly deepens during the 
winter (due to resolution problems at this time the details are not clear). During March the 
mixed-layer deepens to perhaps 1000m in the range average. Finally, April-June is marked 
by variability at intermediate depths, probably the result of inflowing AIW replacing the 
products of winter cooling. Comparison with thermistor data is good. 
Figure 5-8 shows the 4-5 path. This path is somewhat similar to the 1-4 path, but the 
mixed layer deepens to only about 700m or so. At mooring 5 the thermistor observations 
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show large fluctuations at the beginning of March and in April. The warm event in April 
barely appears in the inverse; the March event may appear as a warm anomaly superimposed 
on a linear cooling at this time (so that its presence is marked by the sudden temperature 
drop near March 7th) . Again, comparisons with thermistor records are good. 
It is instructive to compare some of the tomographic profiles with CTD observations. 
During the deployment of the tomography array, CTD stations were occupied near each 
mooring [Bader et al., 1991]. These have been used to adjust the range error, both through 
forward modelling and inverse comparison. During February and early March, a number of 
bottle of bottle casts were made in and around the Gyre Center by the R/V Valdivia ( J. 
Swift , pers. comm. 1991), and in the middle of March a comprehensive series of CTD casts 
and SeaSoar tracks along some of the paths were made as part of SIZEX (0 . Johannessen, 
pers. comm. 1991). Figure 5-9 shows a comparison of profiles from the 6-4 path. The 
inverse profile from the beginning of the experiment compares well the deployment profiles. 
The iteration of the inverse at this time "cools" the intermediate waters and "warms" the 
surface mixed-layer. Also shown is a comparison with SIZEX profiles from the eastern half 
of the 6-4 path on the 16th of March 1989 and a bottle cast taken near mooring 4 on the 
3rd of March. The mixed-layer base on this cast is near 600m, in good agreement with 
that shown by the 4-5 inverse at this time (figure 5-7). The dot-dashed line shows a bottle 
cast taken along the 3-4 path. Note the large amount of warm AIW and the much colder 
mixed-layer in this profiles, which is fairly typical for those near moorings other than 4 and 
6 and for the periphery of the array region. 
Although the 6-4 path seems to show little range dependence, this is not true for other 
paths that cross the center of the array. Figure 5-10 shows similar comparisons made with 
the 1-4 path. At deployment the range variation is not too severe, but in March we see 
profiles at mooring 1 with a very cold shallow mixed-layer above warm AIW as well as 
the deeply convecting profiles near the 6-4 path. The range average does appear to be 
accurately determined. 
Heat content calculations are discussed in Chapter 7. 
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5.5 Conclusions 
The linear range-independent inverse is capable of capturing the essential thermal behavior 
of the Greenland Sea gyre. Iteration is necessary in the fall to produce consistent profiles, 
although the results without iteration are qualitatively correct. Temperature inversions 
match thermistor and point profile observations fairly well. Paths traversing the center of 
the array show that mixed-layers deepen rapidly in March. The 6-4 in particular seems to 
show only small along-track temperature changes so that inverse results for this path are 
most easily interpreted. Other paths originating at mooring 6 or crossing the array center 
seem to capture the range mean adequately, but larger along-track temperature changes 
make interpretation of this mean more difficult. 
Although the inverses are less accurate during December and January because of modal 
dispersion of the broadband acoustic pulse in the near surface and inadequacies of the model 
structure, qualitatively correct results are shown obtained, improved by a non-linear fit of 
the robust heat content estimates to a one-parameter model of the temperature profile. 
From February to April, the temperature perturbations are small, and of deep extent , and 
iteration of the inverse is not required. Finally, the surface warms again in the summer. 
Because the deeper rays still pass through this part of the water column the heat content 
calculations are accurate within the uncertainty predicted by inverse theory. 
It seems clear that tomographic methods can be applied successfully in high-latitude 
regions although resolution problems occur when shallow cold mixed-layers exist. For the 
instruments used, it is unlikely that tomography can be used for ranges greatly in excess of 
200 km unless the transmissions times are greatly increased. The heat content remains a 
fairly robust measurement, as long as travel-times can be accurately determined. 
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Chapter 6 
Validation of Surface Parameters 
In order to correctly explain the tomographic results, we must consider them in relation 
to surface heat fluxes, winds, and changes in the ice cover. Estimates of these parameters 
were obtained from several sources, and it soon became clear that errors and ambiguities 
in this data would have to be resolved before useful results could be derived. In this 
chapter we describe the correction and validation of surface meteorological parameters (wind 
stresses and heat fluxes) , as well as a sea ice concentration product derived from satellite 
observations. 
6.1 Surface Ice 
Daily estimates of surface ice concentration with a 25km resolution were derived from 
DMSP SSM/ I (Defense Meteorological Satellite Program Special Sensor Microwave Imager) 
measurements. This is a satellite microwave radiometer in a polar orbit that provides 
brightness temperatures in 4 channels. There are a number of semi-empirical algorithms 
for determining ice concentration of consolidated first- and multi-year ice using a cluster 
analysis of the observed brightness temperatures (or derived quantities) in several microwave 
frequency bands and polarities [Steffen et al., 1992]. This data is archived by the National 
Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) and has been released on CD-ROMs including both 
raw data and ice products using the NASA-Team [Cavalieri et al., 1984; G/oersen and 
Cavalieri, 1986] and Comiso [ Comiso, 1986; Comiso et al., 1989; Comiso and Sullivan, 1986] 
algorithms. For convenience the NASA-Team algorithm product is used here (it is similar 
to, although spatially smoother than, the Comiso algorithm product for t he Greenland 
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Sea during the 1988-89 winter). Daily observations are very important, especially between 
February and April when significant changes can occur very quickly (see figure 7-6). 
A fairly extensive validation has been carried out for the NASA-Team algorithm [Steffen 
and Schweiger, 1991; Cavalieri et al., 1991) in regions of consolidated first- and multi-
year ice. Estimated errors in the satellite product are of order 5% for the first-year ice 
concentration and 10% for the multi-year ice concentrations, with a "concentration" of 
about 15% corresponding to the ice edge. We will consider "concentrations" of less than 
10% to be open water. However, the microwave characteristics of first-year and newly-
formed ice are quite different, and as shown in Grenfell et al. (1992) the "concentration" 
product of the NASA-Team algorithm seems to correspond with the thickness of newly 
formed ice (i.e. ice less than perhaps 20cm thick) as well as its concentration. For example, 
a first-year ice "concentration" of 70% could also indicate a 100% ice cover of 10cm thick 
pancakes. Spurious "concentrations" of multi-year ice can also appear in regions of newly-
formed ice. During March and April the changes in the microwave characteristics of the ice 
in the central Greenland Sea are rapid enough that it is likely much of the ice is being locally 
formed. During December and January the region is also covered by ice "concentrations" 
close to 90%, but as will be discussed in the next chapter, this ice is again probably of local 
origin. In any event, non-zero "concentration" values usually signify the presence of some 
kind of ice, and concentration values near 100% (seen in December and January) seem to 
be unambiguously correct. The apparent presence of low concentrations of multi-year ice 
is probably completely spurious, and is related to the presence of newly-formed ice, and so 
the multi-year concentration estimates will not be used or discussed further. 
6.2 Meteorological Variables 
Meteorological variables were obtained from analyses (assimilated hind cast rather than the 
forecast fields) of the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO) fine-mesh operational 
forecast model at 3-hourly intervals on a 0.9375° lat x 0.75° long grid (a spacing of about 
105km meridionally and 22km zonally in the array region). Surface heat fluxes and wind 
stresses in these analyses were obtained through bulk parametrizations involving surface 
and atmospheric quantities and Richardson number-dependent dimensionless exchange co-
efficients [Bell and Dickinson, 1987) . We have compared UKMO surface winds with those 
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Figure 6-1: Comparison of 3-hourly UKMO and daily SSM/I winds during the deep mixing 
period 
derived from SSM/I observations (R. Shuchmann, pers. comm. 1990) and found reasonable 
agreement (see figure 6-1). Comparisons of wind speed and air temperature with obser-
vations from two ships working in the Greenland Sea during February and March 1989 
were also quite favourable, with UKMO air temperatures biased about 0.5 ± 2°C above 
ship temperatures over a range of about 25°C (see figure 6-2). UKMO surface winds were 
about 1 ± 3 m/s larger than ship winds over a range of 0-16 mjs, and directional differences 
were small. These results are consistent with those found in more extensive comparisons 
with ship observations in the North Atlantic [I<ent et al., 1991]. Efforts have been made to 
estimate the quality of the UKMO surface fluxes [Alves, 1992; Taylor and I<ent, 1992], but 
generalization of these results to the Greenland Sea is difficult since there are strong re-
gional and temporal dependencies even in mid-latitude oceans. The additional complication 
of a marginal ice zone results in some problems which apparently have not been considered 
before. We will therefore examine the fluxes in some detail. Since quantitative comparisons 
with the tomographic inverses will involve the time-integral of surface fluxes (the amount of 
heat energy transferred), we are concerned more with long-term (weekly to monthly) biases 
in the fluxes rather than short-term (hourly to weekly) random errors which will tend to 
average out. Two different sources of error and a procedure used to correct for them are 
now described. 
6.2.1 Corrections for Erroneous Ice Limits 
The most obvious error arises when examining the parametrization of ice effects. Ocean grid 
points in the UKMO model are classified as either ice covered or open (this classification will 
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be called "UKMO ice" in the following discussion). UKMO ice limits are updated roughly 
every two weeks, although this is not always the case, and thus ice limits are usually two 
weeks out of date. It is also not clear what concentration the given ice limits represent. In 
any event, ice classifications at a given point in the array region (see figure 6-3) do not always 
agree with the far more accurate satellite observations (called "SSM/I ice" here, see also 
section 6.1 above). Although a 200km error in ice limits is probably not important in terms 
of large-scale atmospheric behavior, it is quite important for local heat budgets! For open 
ocean points the Sea Surface Temperature (SST) is apparently externally specified at daily 
intervals. For ice-covered grid points surface temperature changes depend on the residual 
of a surface energy budget divided by a volumetric heat capacity of 1.32 x 105 Jm-2K-1 • If 
temperatures are below the freezing point of seawater, they are relaxed towards that point 
with a two day time scale to crudely .model the upward flux of heat through the ice [Bell 
and Dickinson, 1987), however this effect is not very noticeable and surface temperatures 
are usually close to air temperatures over ice (see figure 6-4b), whereas the difference can 
be very large over open water. Thus there can be a very great difference in over-ice and 
over-water fluxes. Luckily, the fluxes have large spatial scales over ice or open-ocean regions 
(but can vary greatly between these regions), and after careful examination of these spatial 
characteristics, a correction for the erroneous ice limits was attempted. 
For every grid point, equivalent over-ice (FEoi) and equivalent open-water (FEow) flux 
series were created from the UKMO fluxes Fusing the following algorithm: 
• If the grid point was classified as open water in the UKMO analysis, FEow was set 
to F , and FEor was set to the F of a nearby ice-covered point. 
• If the grid point was classified as over ice in the UKMO analysis, FEoi was set to F, 
and FEoW was set to the F of a nearby open-water point. 
In this context, "nearby" was assumed to be the closest relevant point on the same line 
of latitude, which in many cases was also the closest relevant point. The two series were 
then combined to form an ice-corrected flux series Fe using the SSM/ I ice fractional ice 
concentration I . On physical grounds, a linear weighting may seem reasonable 
Fe = I· FEar + (1 -I) · FEoW (6.1) 
however the UKMO model has presumably been tuned somewhat to generate reasonable 
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flux values in ice-covered regions where I is usually less than 1, so it is perhaps more 
reasonable to use a threshold weighting 
FEor, I> Io 
FEow , I~ Io 
(6.2) 
for some threshold value Io that marks the transition between open-water to ice-covered 
classifications. A value of 0.4 was used for this purpose since that seems to be a standard 
definition of the ice edge. Both weighting functions were considered, and resulted in similar 
corrections; we shall take the difference between the two corrections as representing the 
uncertainty of the result. Heat fluxes in the UKMO model are divided into 4 components: 
net short-wave, long wave, sensible, and latent fluxes. Each component was investigated 
separately. 
Corrections to the net short-wave flux (solar radiation modified by clouds and surface 
albedo) were very small, because ice effects are generally limited to periods in which the sun 
is near or below the horizon. However, cumulative fluxes exhibit almost no zonal dependence 
(as one might expect), so that taking "nearby" points to be on the same latitude is a good 
approximation. 
Changes to the net long-wave flux (black and grey-body radiation from the surface, 
atmosphere, and clouds) are also small, on the order of 10-30%, since there does not seem 
to be a large difference between over-ice and open-water values. The long-wave flux is never 
the dominant term in the heat budget (see figure 6-4). 
The latent fluxes Q depend on the difference between the specific humidity qa and the 
saturation-specific humidity q8 of the surface potential temperature Os, the wind speed v, 
the latent heat of evaporation L, the air density Pa, and a dimensionless exchange coefficient 
CE that depends on a bulk Richardson number: 
(6.3) 
Latent fluxes can be large over water, but are almost invariably quite small (in fact, almost 
non-existent) over ice (see figure 5.4c ). In the vicinity of the tomography array, annual 
mean latent fluxes are more constant meridionally than zonally. However, examination of 
the raw data indicates that latent fluxes are correlated with storms (i.e . v is important), 
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and so we generally want to use the nearest point when making the equivalent-flux series. 
This usually turns out to be a point with the same latitude. Corrections to these fluxes can 
be large (more than 100%), but in many cases they are of opposite sign during different 
periods of the year and tend to cancel out in long-term means. 
Sensible fluxes H are most affected by the incorrect ice limits, since they depend crucially 
on the difference in air and surface potential temperatures (Oa and 0~ respectively): 
(6.4) 
(cp is the specific heat capacity and CH an exchange coefficient) . Air-surface temperature 
differences are usually quite small over ice (a few degrees), but can be 20°C or more over 
open-water. However, fluxes are well-correlated zonally so taking "nearby" points on the 
same latitude yields reasonable results. 
Overall, the annual mean net fluxes are changed by 0-60 Wm-2 through this procedure. 
There is an uncertainty of 0-15 Wm-2 depending on whether (6.1) or (6.2) is used to form 
the corrected flux series . 
6.2.2 Corrections for Erroneous Sea-surface Temperature 
During other parts of the year, the fluxes sometimes suffer from less obvious problems. In 
September-November, the UKMO sea-surface temperature (SST) seems to be too high by 
several degrees (see figure 5.4b ). During this period winds are from the north, i.e. from the 
icepack. The temperature of the air over the array is therefore mostly determined during 
its residence over the ice field and is quite low. It is in any case usually much colder than 
the SST. It is therefore likely that air-sea temperature differences are significantly over-
estimated during this time, leading to a probable overestimate of the latent and sensible 
fluxes which dominate in the fall. Using CTD observations made during September and 
November (J. Swift, pers . comm. 1991) we find the change in mixed-layer heat content to 
be about 9 x 108 Jm-2 • Assuming that no net advection of heat occurs in the mixed-
layer, this change implies a net surface heat flux of about 145 wm-2 compared with the 
UKMO mean value of about 270 wm-2 over the same time period (after the ice corrections 
described above have been applied). It should be noted that the net salt content of the 
array region does not change substantially during this period, suggesting that advection is 
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not important. Open-ocean latent and sensible heat fluxes during this period are therefore 
scaled by 0.4 so that net fluxes match the observed changes in mixed-layer heat content (see 
figure 5.4d). Net infrared and solar fluxes are not sensitive to surface temperature (they 
are affected more by cloud cover and albedo) and so are not modified. 
During February-March, the SST in open-ocean areas was nearly correct, and as shown 
above air temperature and surface winds compared favourably with ship observations. The 
net heat flux is dominated by sensible and latent fluxes, which each average about 100 
wm-2 at this time. Flux accuracy is probably mostly determined by the correctness of 
the bulk formulae. Taylor and Kent [1992) found that large sensible and latent fluxes 
were underestimated by about 20% in a comparison with ship observations in the North 
Atlantic, but it is not clear to what extent their conclusions hold in the Greenland Sea given 
the spatial variability of the biases. As the authors point out, it is also not clear to what 
extent this difference represents shortcomings in the ship data. 
After April, surface winds are light and although the sea surface temperature is incorrect 
(being too cold by about 1 °C) it is very close to the model air temperature and thus latent 
and sensible fluxes are small. The net heat flux is dominated by incoming solar radiation. 
Although this can be affected by clouds, integrated fluxes are probably fairly accurate during 
this period (i.e. bias due to cloud cover is not large) . It is interesting to note that the solar 
heat flux is not significant until April, although the sun is above the horizon long before 
that. Presumably this is because the low angle of the sun, combined with cloud cover, 
effectively reduces the incident radiation to a very small value. 
6.2.3 Long-term biases 
Since we will be concerned with energy budgets, it is of interest to identify any long-term 
biases in the heat fluxes. The net mean (corrected) UKMO flux out of the array region 
from the middle of September 1988 to the end of July 1989lies in the range 55-73 Wm-2 
depending on ice cover, compared to annual mean values over open water of about 100 
wm-2 [Hakkinen and Cavalieri, 1989), 80 wm-2 [Gorshkov, 1983), and 73 wm-2 [Esbensen 
and Kushnir, 1981). Although the annual mean of the UKMO fluxes will be slightly smaller 
than the 10.5 month mean since net fluxes are into the ocean during the other 1.5 months, 
this reduction is partially compensated by ice effects during December and January which 
tend to reduce the net UKMO fluxes out of the ocean under ice cover relative to open-ocean 
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Figure 6-5: Comparison of corrected net UKMO fluxes averaged over the array region at 3 
hourly intervals (dots) and their monthly means (solid line) with the climatology of Esbensen 
and Kushnir [1981] (dashed line). 
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fluxes, and so the agreement is quite good. It is also possible that annual means vary 
greatly; mean annual fluxes over a 30 year period at Ocean Station Bravo in the Labrador 
Sea were found by Smith and Dobson (1984] to vary between 7 and 87 Wm-2 • Finally we 
compare the monthly means of the corrected UKMO fluxes averaged over the array region 
with the monthly climatology of Esbensen and Kushnir (1981] (figure 6-5). Monthly means 
differ by about 20 Wm-2 before December, and by up to 40 wm- 2 from February onwards. 
During the ice-covered period the climatology estimates are of open-ocean fluxes which are 
clearly inappropriate here. 
Although the above analysis indicates that flux errors vary greatly in type and size over 
the seasonal cycle, for comparative purposes it is useful to make a rough estimate of the 
"usual" uncertainty, which seems to be of order 50 wm-2 on monthly scales. In view of the 
surprisingly good agreement between net surface heat fluxes and the heat content changes 
inferred by tomography which are discussed below, it should be emphasized that both series 
(after all corrections have been applied) are entirely independent of one another. 
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Chapter 7 
Thermal Evolution of the Gyre 
In this chapter we combine material from the previous chapters in order to describe and 
explain the seasonal changes in the Greenland Sea Gyre in 1988-89. We show that deep 
mixing occurred in a well defined region that contained the 6-4 path in the center of the 
gyre. This region can be identified in satellite maps of the surface ice as a large opening 
of hole in the icepack. Within this hole, large surface fluxes resulted in the downward 
convection of cold water in a field of plume events that lasted only a few days. During 
successive cooling events the depth of mixing increased to at least 1500m, while around the 
edges of this region mixed layer deepening proceeded more slowly in a stepwise fashion in 
which surface ice appeared several times. Finally, mixed-layers to the north and west in the 
region permanently covered by ice appear to deepen very little; profiles from these regions 
were seen episodically in the 1-5 path due to horizontal advection. 
7.1 Seasonal Cycle of temperature and heat content 
Heat content of the water column - and in particular its changes - is the most robust 
product of tomography in this region (more details about this and other aspects of the 
inverses are given in chapter 5). Consider a box of water with potential temperature 0 
covering unit area between the surface and some fixed depth below which the temperature 
remains constant (chosen here to be 3000m ). We can define the heat content H of this 
volume as 
(7.1) 
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where for practical purposes we take the density p and heat capacity cp to be constant. We 
write a conservation equation for heat content in this box: 
~~ - j j F~dA~ = - ~ j j UiPCp0dAv + diffusion and mixing terms. (7.2) 
I 
The first term represents changes in the box heat content, the second term represents the 
energy exchange via surface heat fluxes F~, and the right-hand side represents the advection 
Ui of heat and lateral mixing through the i sides of the box. Collectively the right hand 
side thus represents the horizontal divergence of heat. For our purposes it will be more 
convenient to use the time integral of (7.2), 
H(t)- [ H(to) + 1:(1 j F~dA.,)dt] = -1: (horizontal divergence terms)dt (7.3) 
since tomography measures H(t) directly, and integration of the surface flux terms makes 
the resulting series much smoother. Note that the constant H(t0 ) has been lumped with 
the surface flux term here, so that time series of surface heat loss will lie close to time 
series of heat content in figures. The extent to which the difference between the first two 
terms (called the "heat residual") changes during various times of the year is a measure 
of the importance of heat advection, but is also affected by uncertainties in the observed 
quantities. The uncertainty in the inverses is composed of a random component which has 
no temporal correlation, and a bias which will vary on a monthly scale but which has no 
cumulative effect. In contrast, the time-integration of surface fluxes will effectively eliminate 
the random error associated with day-to-day inaccuracies, making the longer-term biases the 
dominant error in the comparison. These errors are cumulative, and are probably greatest 
during the ice-covered period. 
At this point we must briefly digress to discuss the effect of other terms in the heat bal-
ance. In the following discussion, we outline a theory that relies explicitly on the formation 
of sea ice to precondition the surface waters in the early winter. However, the heat content 
calculations presented as evidence for this theory compare water column heat content with 
surface fluxes, ignoring the thermal properties of the ice cover. Modifications to the heat 
balance (7.2) incorporating ice effects consist of three terms: heat content changes due to 
changes in ice temperature, the latent heat flux associated with ice formation and melting, 
and the heat content of advected ice. 
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A complete discussion of these effects would necessarily be quite complicated. First, the 
presence of brine makes the thermal properties of sea ice heavily dependent on salinity and 
temperature. Specific heat capacity alone can vary over several orders of magnitude at near-
freezing temperatures [Schwerdtfeger, 1963]. Secondly, parameters such as the rates of ice 
formation/advection and ice thickness which appear in these terms are basically unknown 
(although as we shall show later, their combined effects over the winter can be determined). 
However, a simple analysis of the relative magnitudes of these various terms shows that 
their effects are close to or smaller than the errors in the estimates of the other terms. 
For our purposes, we choose representative values for the various constants: latent heat of 
formation L ~ 3 x 105 Jkg-1 , and heat capacity Ci :::: 3 x 103 Jkg-1 K-1 . Then the energy 
per unit area required to change the temperature of h = 50cm of ice by D.T = 10°C is 
(7.4) 
and the latent heat per unit area associated with the formation of that ice is: 
(7.5) 
(see also the indicated bar in figure 7-1). Changes in the surface ice concentration due to 
ice formation or advection will result in a net gain or loss of energy associated with latent 
heat changes. 
Although the first of these is far smaller than the uncertainty in tomographic heat 
content estimates, the second is somewhat larger. However, the possible monthly biases in 
the heat fluxes were estimated in chapter 6 as being of order 50 Wm- 2 , or 1.3 x 108 Jm-2 , 
and it is likely that the errors in the fluxes during the ice covered period are even larger. 
Thus we do not include these terms in equation (7.2). 
Figure 7-1 shows the heat content of the 6-4 path and the surface heat losses averaged 
over that path (i.e. the two terms on the left hand side of (7.3)) compared with a climato-
logical monthly heat content for the array region based on the analysis of Chapter 3. The 
6-4 path shows the seasonal cycle best since it seems to lie almost entirely within the region 
in which deep mixing occurred. Other paths lie outside this region, either totally (e.g. 4-5 
and 1-5), or partially (e.g. 1-4 and 6-5) which makes interpretation of t he range averages 
more difficult. The observations are entirely consistent with the climatology, although this 
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Figure 7-1: Tomographic Estimates of heat content at 3 day intervals for the 6-4 path (dark 
shaded region) are consistent with monthly mean heat contents for the array region from 
the climatology of Chapter 3 (dots connected by dashed line) within the range of historical 
data estimated with a median absolute deviation statistic (lightly shaded portion). Surface 
heat losses (thick line), track the heat content changes very well, except during the end 
of November and April/May when significant advection occurs (these time periods are 
indicated by shaded regions labelled "A"). A transient cold advective feature also appears 
in late January. The surface heat loss curve has been broken and re-offset during each 
advective period to show the degree to which relative changes match those of the heat 
content at other times. The latent heat of formation of 50cm of ice is shown; this value 
is smaller than other errors and is therefore neglected in the analysis. For comparative 
purposes, slopes corresponding to various heat fluxes are indicated in the lower left corner. 
The estimated bias errors in heat fluxes are of order 50 wm-2 on monthly scales. 
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path appears to be warmer than expected at the end of the experiment. The surface heat 
loss can explain all changes in the water column heat content except during the end of 
November and during April/May (marked by the shaded regions labelled "A"), implying 
that significant inflow of heat occurs only during those two periods, and that over most 
of the year heat content changes can be explained through local surface fluxes alone. The 
large but transient cold feature that occurs near the end of January appears in some other 
paths, but its origin is unknown. The surface heat loss curve has been broken during each 
ad vective event (i.e. a different H ( t0 ) term is used in the second term of ( 7.3)) so that the 
close agreement can be shown during other times. The most rapid cooling occurs in Febru-
ary and March, and the least rapid seems to occur during December and January when a 
surface ice cover insulates the mixed layer from the atmosphere and reduces the latent and 
sensible fluxes . The water column begins to warm slowly in April, and warms steadily in 
June and July. 
We can more easily see advective effects by examining the heat residuals. Figure 7-2 
shows the heat residuals for both the 6-4 and 1-5 paths. Overall they show an upwards 
trend, indicating that there is a net loss of heat to the atmosphere. During periods when 
the heat residual series are level, there is no horizontal divergence of heat, i.e. no advection. 
This characterizes the 6-4 residuals for most of the year, except (as discussed above) during 
November and April/May. In contrast, the 1-5 path shows large amplitude fluctuations 
with a period of about 50 days superimposed on a gradual increase. Although these paths 
are separated by less than 100km, they obviously lie in very different dynamical regimes. 
In figure 7-3 we see the evolution of the potential temperature profile of the 6-4 path. 
Temperature series in this and the following figure have been slightly smoothed in time 
using a 3 point filter with relative weights of 1-4-1 giving a 3dB point at about 0.09 cpd. In 
general the steady changes indicated by the heat residual series are evident in the simple 
structure of this time series. The most striking detail is the very cold, shallow mixed layer 
that occurs under large concentrations of ice during December and January (during which 
the net heat fluxes are very small due to the insulation provided by the surface ice). This 
mixed layer warms slightly and rapidly deepens in the latter half of February and the first 
few weeks of March down to about 1500m. During this time net fluxes over the largely ice-
free surface are large, reaching peaks of 500 wm-2 during periods of strong northerly winds. 
Complete vertical homogeneity of the range-averaged potential temperature profiles does 
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Figure 7-2: Heat residuals for the 6-4 and 1-5 paths. Because the 1-5 path is generally 
warmer than the 6-4 path its heat residual curve appears slightly above that for the 6-4 
path. The 6-4 residual series is mostly flat except during November and April/ May, however 
the 1-5 path shows large fluctuations (with peaks marked with '*') at approximately 50 day 
intervals, superimposed on a gradual increase. Uncertainty of the tomographic estimates 
are shown by the thin lines. The net change in these curves corresponds to a mean heat 
loss of about 50 wm-2 • Slopes corresponding to other values of heat flux are shown by the 
diagram in the bottom left, bias errors in heat fluxes are of order 50 wm-2 on monthly 
scales. 
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Figure 7-3: Seasonal temperature cycle for 6-4 path. a) Comparison with thermistor records 
at 95m. b) Path-averaged net surface fluxes (a three-day smoothed series is shown with a 
thick line). c) Ice concentration at endpoint moorings. d) 3-daily range-averaged potential 
temperature profiles for the 6-4 path. Total (random) inverse uncertainty is about ±1 °C 
(±0.5°C) in the warm mixed-layer, about ±0.2° (±0.07°) above 400m, ±0.05°C (±0.02°) 
at 500m, and ±0.02°C (±0.015°) at 1500m; isotherms may be in error by up to 200m 
vertically near 1000m. During the deep mixing period total uncertainty is similar to random 
uncertainty. White contour line indicates -1.2°C. Diagonal hatching indicates the period 
when temperature profiles were determined by a one-parameter fit to heat content estimates 
(see Chapter 5 for details). 
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Figure 7-4: Seasonal temperature cycle for 1-5 path. a) Comparison with thermistor records 
at 95m. b) Path-averaged net surface fluxes (a three-day smoothed series is shown with a 
thick line) . c) Ice concentration at endpoint moorings. d) 3-daily range-averaged potential 
temperature profiles for the 1-5 path. Total (random) inverse uncertainty is about ±1 °C 
{±0.5°C) in the upper 30m, about ±0.2° {±0.07°) above 400m, ± 0.05°C (±0.02°) at 500m, 
and ±0.02°C (±0.015°) at 1500m; isotherms may be in error by up to 200m vertically near 
1000m. White contour line indicates - 1.2°C. Diagonal hatching indicates the period when 
temperature profiles were determined by a one-parameter fit to heat content estimates (see 
Appendix A for details). 
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not occur during the deep mixing period - surface waters are colder than deeper waters, 
with a slight potential temperature maximum appearing at a maximum depth of about 
1500m. Above this level potential temperatures slowly decrease towards the surface. Thus 
this is not a canonical well-mixed mixed layer. The deepening stops near the end of March 
when surface heat fluxes become quite small and/or positive. During May and June the 
deep temperature profiles show significant fluctuations, before settling down to a steady 
warming. 
The seasonal evolution seems to divide itself naturally into three distinct phases: 1) A 
preconditioning phase (October-January) during which the mixed layer cools due to local 
fluxes, remains fairly shallow, and is covered by dense ice at least part of the time, 2) a deep 
mixing phase (February-March) during which the mixed layer rapidly deepens under the 
influence of local surface fluxes, and 3) a restratification (April-June) in which significant 
advection occurs. 
Temperature inverses for the 1-5 path appear quite different. Figure 7-4 shows that the 
heat content fluctuations seen in figure 7-2 are associated with vertically coherent changes 
in the thermal structure. The warm events are correlated with the presence of surface ice 
at mooring 5, so that there must be a layer of water near the surface at the freezing point. 
This does not appear in the tomographic profiles (nor does it appear in the mooring 1 and 5 
thermistor records at 95m)- it is likely that this cold layer is too thin to be resolved by the 
inverse, although the freezing point is within the uncertainty of the tomographic estimate of 
surface temperature. Mooring 5 is very close to the ice edge and fluctuations in the ice cover 
above it can be seen over the whole year, however the other endpoint (mooring 1) remains 
fairly ice-free even during December and January. Thus the path-averaged fluxes do not 
show the effects of insulation quite as dramatically as do those of the 6-4 path (figure 7-3b ). 
Although the March heat losses are just as large, neither do we see a rapid deepening of the 
mixed-layer to 1500m. Instead we see a mixed-layer depth of no greater than about 900m, 
and this does not appear until the second half of March. Horizontal displacements of the 
water column apparently result in observations of either the mixed-layer at the edge of the 
gyre (which deepens but not as much as that in the gyre center), or the waters underneath 
the permanent ice edge, where the mixed layer appears to be always shallower than 95m. 
We shall now examine the details of each phase of the thermal evolution in the gyre 
center in more detail. 
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Figure 7-5: Density profiles for September a.nd November 1989 from hydrographic stations. 
Mixed la.yer depth is a.bout 30m in September a.nd a.bout 70m in November. The density 
increase in the mixed la.yer is due to cooling from 4°C to the freezing point , a.s well a.s 
entrainment of sa.lt from below. 
7.2 Preconditioning phase 
CTD observations ma.de during the deployment indicate tha.t the surfa.ce mixed la.yer in 
September is quite fresh compared to the underlying AIW, with salinities of a. bout 33-34 
compared with deeper va.lues of 34.89 a.t most stations, a.! though a.t mooring 6 surfa.ce salini-
ties a.re a.bout 34.3. Negative surfa.ce fluxes then cool only the sha.llow mixed la.yer. Towa.rds 
the end of November, mixed la.yer temperatures a.pproa.ch the freezing point, however a. sub-
sta.ntia.l density jump still exists a.t the base of the mixed la.yer (see figure 7-5) . During this 
period there is no cha.nge in net wa.ter column sa.lt content a.nd so the increase in mixed 
la.yer salinity to a.bout 34.65 a.t mooring 6 is due to wind-driven entrainment a.lone as the 
mixed la.yer depth increases from a.bout 30m to a.bout 70m. 
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Figure 7-6: Ice concentrations over array region during 1988/89. Dates of successive minima 
and maxima of the areal coverage are shown. Although contours are labelled as concentra-
tion, they also depend on ice thickness in the odden tongue (the large diagonal feature along 
the south-east edge ofthe ice pack) through February-April. Concentrations below 10% are 
shown as open water (see 6.1 for details). Array paths for which temperature inverses are 
available are shown as thin lines; the 6-4 path is indicated by a thick line. Note the small 
region that always remains ice-free over the array center after February. Ice exists only to 
the west of the "permanent" ice edge from April to October (first, and last two panels). 
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At this point dense concentrations of ice appear over the entire array region, as shown in 
figure 7-6. The irregularly spaced dates shown correspond roughly with successive maxima 
and minima in the areal coverage of ice over the array region. 
It is unfortunately not possible to distinguish between newly formed ice and advected 
first year ice using the standard concentration algorithms (see the discussion in section 6.1 ), 
so that it is not possible to tell from these satellite images alone whether ice is forming 
locally. Animations of the daily ice concentration estimates indicate that the ice edge seems 
to advance about 400km in a north-easterly direction in about a month (about 15 cm/s) in 
the face of northerly winds of about 8 m/s which would cause a south-westerly drift of about 
15 cm/s (using the generally accepted rule-of thumb that ice drifts at about 2% of the wind 
speed at about 20° to the right of geostrophic winds [ Gow and Tucker, 1990] or 40° to the 
right of surface winds [McPhee, 1990]). Surface currents in this region are not well known, 
but the wind driven model of Legutke [1991] shows mean currents at a depth of 37m to be 
less than 5 cmfs towards south-east. Finally, there seems to be a net increase in salinity 
in this region between November 1988 and February 1989, consistent with the formation of 
about 50 em of ice with a bulk salinity of 7 [ GSP Group, 1990]. Although the formation 
of ice would result in a release of latent heat (the approximate magnitude of this release 
is indicated in figure 5), the corrected heat fluxes and the heat content time series are not 
accurate enough to allow measurement of this number. Most of this ice will probably be 
formed in December during the time when the ice edge is advancing. Assuming a 'slab-like 
mixed layer above a deeper water with a salinity of 34.89, we find that the November surface 
salinity of 34.65 will increase by about 0.07 due to brine rejection from ice formation. This 
does not eliminate the density jump across the base of the mixed layer, but does reduce it 
from about 0.1 to about 0.06 q units. 
In spite of the density gradient between the mixed layer and the underlying AIW, the 
mixed layer continues to deepen after November, reaching depths of about 150-200m by the 
end of January {this can also be seen in the thermistor string data reproduced in figure 7-7a 
and b), presumably due to turbulent entrainment processes. Using the quasi-steady state 
bulk Richardson number scaling for stress-driven entrainment [Price, 1979] 
9cph Ru=-V2 ~1 
Po 
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Figure 7-7: Time series of temperature and salinity in the mixed layer. a) Contour plot of 
thermistor records from mooring M319 about 60km to the west of mooring 6 [Schott et al. , 
1993]. b) Temperature records at 65m and 199m, and c) Salinity records at the same depths 
from mooring 6 (adapted from Roach et al. [1993], in which work this mooring is numbered 
4). 
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where fJp is the density jump and V the vertical shear across the base of a mixed layer of 
thickness h, we find that the vertical shear V must be of order 
V ~ ~ g{Jph ~ J10 · 0.06 · 100 ~ 0.25mfs 
PoRv 1028 · 1 (7.7) 
to drive entrainment. This is plausible for inertial motions. Entrainment will increase 
the mixed layer salinity to about 34.83-34.86, and consequently the density difference will 
vanish. Salinity changes of this magnitude are seen in a time series of measured at 65m at 
mooring 6 (figure 7-7c). 
Thus it seems likely that ice is being formed locally, and blown to the southwest, resulting 
in a net export of fresh water from the array region. This fresh water flux combined with 
wind-driven entrainment act to decrease the vertical stability of the mixed layer. The 
preconditioning phase will end when the surface waters become saline enough so that the 
density jump at the base of the mixed layer is removed, i.e. when the surface waters are at 
point A in figure 7-8. Because the waters below the mixed layer are much warmer, there 
will still be a temperature and salinity jump across the mixed layer base when this occurs. 
The question of whether or not wind driven entrainment alone could destabilize the water 
column is discussed in the next section. 
Finally, note that ice formation probably takes place primarily near the ice edge, where 
the water is still ice free. The almost completely ice-covered region further to the southwest 
will be insulated from the atmosphere, and ice growth rates will be much smaller, making 
removal of the fresh anomaly more difficult. Surface waters immediately to the south are 
apparently much fresher (see chapter 3), which again means that removal of the fresh 
anomaly will take more time. 
7.3 Deep Mixing phase 
Once the density barrier has been removed, surface waters can mix easily with the warmer 
more saline AIW below. Mixed layer temperatures will immediately rise, possibly melting 
any remaining ice and certainly inhibiting subsequent formation. This marks the moment 
at which the schematic evolution of the surface waters shown on the T-S diagram of figure 
7-8 changes from movement along the freezing curve towards point A to movement upwards 
and rightwards towards point B and at least initially towards the characteristics of the 
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Figure 7-8: TS diagram showing schematically the evolution of the surface waters. In 
fall, the surface waters are fresh (33-34 psu) but cold(:::::: -1.8°C), overlying warmer more 
saline Arctic Intermediate Water (AIW) which in turn overlies the colder Greenland Sea 
Deep Water (GSDW). Solid dots are T-S values from various winter bottle casts, and show 
different stages in the evolution. Through December and January, surface salinity gradually 
increases, until the density equals that of the AIW below (evolution towards point A). When 
the density jump has been eliminated, the mixed layer can rapidly warm and deepen by 
entraining AIW (evolution towards B). Surface temperatures are now too warm to allow 
the formation of ice, and surface heat losses further deepen the mixed layer. 
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Figure 7-9: a) Ice concentration and b) Temperature records at 95m at mooring 6. c) Ice 
concentration and d) Temperature records at mooring 4. Ice "concentrations" below 10% 
(the dotted line in a and c) are not significantly different from open water. The shaded 
region in b and d represents the tomographic estimate of temperature at 95m for the 6-4 
path and its uncertainty. Note the sudden rise in temperature at mooring 6 coinciding with 
the total disappearance of surface ice, in contrast to the step-like changes and recurring ice 
cover associated near-freezing temperatures seen at mooring 4 which is outside the deep 
mixing region. 
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deep water. However, the rate and direction of this movement will be determined by the 
balance between surface fluxes and the amount of warm underlying AIW being entrained, 
and hence will depend on the exact details of the temperature and salinity profiles and 
the surface fluxes and winds. Thermistor records at moorings 4 and 6 (see figure 7-9) 
show sudden temperature rises coincident with the disappearance of surface ice, but the 
subsequent evolution is different at each mooring. 
At mooring 6 the change occurs around the beginning of February and is very well-
defined. Following this rise, temperatures remain mostly constant as the surface forcing 
cools the warm water being continually entrained by mixed layer deepening. That is, the 
density continues to increase as salt is entrained, but the temperature does not necessarily 
vary. At mooring 4 the rise occurs in several steps interspersed by periods of ice formation, 
implying a slower deepening process in which overturning occurs in several steps, requiring 
brine rejection to destabilize the water column after each step. That is, there is an initial 
warming of the mixed layer at the beginning of February. However, the underlying strati-
fication is strong enough that cooling alone will not further destabilize the water column, 
and so there is another period of ice formation in the second week of February. Finally, a 
third period of ice formation occurs at the beginning of March. 
The tomographic results are more similar to the observations at mooring 6 than to those 
at mooring 4 during this period. In particular, the surface waters along this path are not 
cool enough to allow the formation of any more ice. A thermistor at 95m on mooring 3 
(not shown) did not measure a sudden temperature rise at any time during the winter, 
consistent with the continual presence of ice at that location (see figure 7-6) . At moorings 
1 and 5 the thermistor records (figure 7-4a) did not show a sudden rise associated mixed 
layer deepening, but interpretation of those records is difficult due to the importance of 
advection at those sites. 
Figure 7-6 shows that although the odden grows and decays several times in February-
April, there always appears to be a hole or opening in the gyre center, roughly coincident 
with the 6-4 path. Although it cannot be stated unequivocally on the basis of the SSM/I 
data alone that ice formation in this opening is nonexistent (ice concentrations and/or 
thicknesses could merely be quite low) as was shown by the thermistor and tomographic 
temperature records the near-surface water is about 0.5°C too warm for that to occur. A 
similar ice free (but very foggy) region within the main pack was found during March 1982 
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(A. Clarke, pers. comm. 1993), suggesting that this is not an unusual occurrence. Since 
the surface stratification is weakest in this region (recall that the surface waters were least 
fresh at mooring 6 in the fall; see also chapter 3, figure 2 of Clarke et al. (1990], and figure 
10 of Carmack and Aagaard (1973] for other years), the fresh anomaly will be removed 
earliest in this region, and the subsequent warming of the mixed layer will prevent further 
ice formation here while ice is still being formed in the surrounding waters. The long narrow 
bay known as nordbukta extends south-westwards from the array downwind from this warm 
pool, and is presumably a manifestation of the wind forcing. Ice being blown to the south-
west will be continually replaced by fresh ice in the odden region, but is not replaced in the 
array region since the surface waters are too warm. The depth to which mixing will occur 
now depends on the amount of warm AIW. In the gyre center, near the top of the "dome" 
usually seen in temperature sections, the amount of AIW is least and the depth of mixing 
will reach a maximum. Indeed figures 7-3 and 7-4 indicate that the depth of mixing in the 
gyre center was almost double that seen at the northern edge, and that during the critical 
early March period when large negative fluxes exist over open water mixed layer depths 
near the 1-5 path were no deeper than 300m. 
In contrast, Killworth [1979] found that the entire Weddell Gyre would overturn at 
about the same time, and thus he reasoned that upwelling inside eddies was necessary to 
preferentially precondition a small region for convection. We will use his quasi-static model 
to investigate the propensity of the gyre waters in 1988-89 to overturn. A brief summary 
of the model follows. 
We begin with an initially ice-free profile T(z) and S(z). A mixed-layer depth h is 
specified, above which salinity Sm and potential temperature Tm are uniform. By assuming 
non-penetrative convection, we have 
p(Tm, Sm, h)= p(T(h), S(h), h) (7.8) 
where p(T, S, h) is the full, nonlinear, equation of state [Millero et al., 1980]. Initially we 
choose Sm to be the mean salinity for depths less than h. We then solve (7.8) for Tm· If Tm 
is below the freezing point, we fix it at the freezing point and solve instead for the salinity 
Sm . The excess salt is assumed to come from the formation of a thickness o of ice, which is 
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Station Overturn Qo (Jm -:.:) ice March depth March depth incremental 
- fresh water export. 
1 300m-500m 2.4 X 109 0.4m 250m 700m I lOOm 
2 600m-B 3.5 X 109 0.8m 200m 200m 250m 
3 900m-B 4.4 X 109 1.6m 200m 200m 250m 
4 600m-B 3.8 X 109 Lim 200m 200m 250m 
5 150m-300m 2.1 X 109 0.4m 150m 500m 600m 
6 500m-B 2.8 X 109 0.5m 250m 500m llOOm 
Table 7.1: Results of the quasi-static model. Columns 2-5 show the depths affected by 
overturning, the heat loss required for overturn, the thickness of ice formed, and the mixed 
layer depth at the end of March (assuming heat losses of 2.0 x 109Jm-2 by that time) 
when no fresh water export occurs. A "B" signifies that the water column overturns to the 
bottom. Column 6 shows mixed layer depths at the end of March when up to 50cm of ice 
is removed from the surface. The last column shows mixed layer depths after heat losses of 
another 10%. 
assumed to be about u = 30 units fresher than the seawater. Thus 
(7.9) 
Finally, we determine the heat loss to the atmosphere Qo through the conservation equation 
1h 1 hTm- Tdz = -[p;Lo- Q0 ] o PoCp (7.10) 
where Po and Cp are the mean density and heat capacity of seawater, p; the density of ice, 
and L its latent heat. The above procedure is then repeated for all possible mixed layer 
depths, yielding a collection of points (Q 0 , h). 
This is the so-called rapid limit with least ice cover and shallowest mixed layer depth 
for a given heat loss, and corresponds well with the results of more sophisticated time-
dependent models also discussed by Killworth [1979] . By comparing the heat loss Q 0 with 
the observed heat content time series in figure 7-1 we can compute a crude time scale. For 
example, by the end of January heat losses were 1 x 109 Jm- 2 , and by the end February 
about 1.5 x 109 Jm-2 • At the end of March, heat losses reached about 2 x 109 Jm- 2 • By 
searching the values of Qo found above, we infer the approximate mixed layer depth at 
those times. 
The model was applied to the CTD profiles taken during the deployment in September 
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1988. In this discussion we will refer to the stations by the number of the mooring near which 
they were taken, but it is important to bear in mind that there is a mean southwestward 
flow in this region. Results are summarized in table 7.1. At all stations, ice was formed, 
roughly during the November/December period. Ice formation was least for stations 1, 5 
and 6, and greatest for station 3. The water column for stations 2, 3, 4, and 6 could overturn 
to the bottom, however the heat losses required to do so were somewhat greater than the 
observed seasonal changes. Station 6 is most susceptible to overturning, requiring a heat 
loss of only 2.8 x 109 Jm-2 to do so, but as was shown in figure 7-1 the water column heat 
content for the 6-4 path decreased by only 2.0 X 109 Jm-2 before April. Similar values were 
found for other paths. Station 5 overturns to only 300m, and Station 1 does not overturn 
at all, but rather has a mixed layer that continually deepens. Converting the heat losses 
into a time scale, we find that at all stations mixed layer depths at the end of January are 
about 50m, increasing to only about 200-300m by the end of March. Since there is no fresh 
water export in this model, the results are similar to those that could be attained with wind 
driven entrainment and surface cooling alone. It therefore seems unlikely that the water 
column could overturn in this way, since even if the mixed layer deepened to 500m it could 
only do so by remaining quite warm. 
The predicted mixed layer depths do not match the observations very well. However, 
the effects of advection have not been included. In particular, the ice that forms when 
mixed layer depths are shallow eventually melts as warm water is upwelled, thus reducing 
the salinity and increasing the stability of the mixed layer. To investigate the effects of the 
fresh water export as ice is blown away, we increase the salt content of the mixed layer in 
the original profiles by the amount rejected in the formation of 50cm of ice ( 40cm at stations 
1 and 5). For stations 2, 3 and 4 the heat loss required to overturn the water column is 
reduced, but is still far too great to allow overturning in 1988-89. Thus mixed layer depths 
are similar to those predicted without the removal offresh water. Stations 1, 5 and 6 do not 
overturn, but the rate of mixed layer deepening at those stations increases greatly. By the 
end of March these stations have mixed layer depths of 700m, 500m, and 500m respectively. 
The rate of deepening is greatest for station 6 at this time. The loss of an additional 
0.2 x 109Jm-2 increases mixed layer depths to 1100m for stations 1 and 6, but only to 600m 
at station 5. These values are still somewhat less than those actually observed (1500m). 
The quasi-static model will underestimate the maximum depth of convection because a) 
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the CTD stations may not have sampled the region most susceptible to overturn, b) the 
"rapid" limit is inherently a lower bound on the depth of mixing (an upper bound results 
when surface heat losses primarily form ice rather than cool the water column), and c) only 
non-penetrative convection is allowed. Although the amount of ice actually formed was not 
much different from that predicted by the model, sensitivity to this parameter can be large 
for deep mixed layers. For example, increasing the amount of ice formed (and removed) to 
60cm at mooring 6 increases the March mixed layer depth from 500m to 800m. Penetrative 
convection will result in an erosion of the sharp gradients at the base of the mixed layer 
assumed here, also increasing the depth at which temperature and salinity changes can be 
observed. 
It seems clear that although the fresh water export was found in the previous section to 
cause less than half of the observed winter salinity increase in the mixed layer, it is crucial 
in determining the overall depth of convection. The depth of convection also depends on the 
underlying stratification. Although the exact effects of advection are unknown, in general 
currents are towards the south and west which would bring stations 1 and 6 towards the 
6-4 path. 
For this reason, as well as for the reasons discussed previously, deep mixing is best seen in 
the 6-4 inverse. Figure 7-10 is an expanded view of figure 7-3 during the deep mixing phase 
(1-way travel-time series are used to get daily temperature profiles). Several striking events 
can be seen. Following a storm in the third week of February, the mixed layer (tracked using 
the -l.l7°C isotherm) deepens to about 400m (note that there is an uncertainty of order 
lOOm in this value, and that this uncertainty at least doubles for depths of lOOOm or more). 
Another period of prolonged heat loss at the beginning of March results in ice covering the 
endpoints of the 6-4 path, although not its center (see also figure 2), before disappearing 
on March 7th at which point deepening to approximately 900m is observed. During the 
next two storm events (March 17 and 25) similar deepening spikes are seen, reaching a 
maximum depth of about 1500m. The ~lOOOm depth of the mixed layer on the 15-16th 
March is less than that seen in CTD observations near mooring 6 on those days, which 
showed maximum mixed layer depths of almost 1500m [SIZEX Group, 1989], probably due 
to the range-averaging nature of the inverse. A comparison of the inverse profile for the 
16th of March with various point temperature profiles was shown in figure 5-9. Profiles are 
similar down to 700m. Below this depth , a remnant of the original AIW core (shown by 
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Figure 7-10: Deep Mixing along 6-4 path. a) Wind stress. b) Wind direction. c) Path-
averaged net surface fluxes (a 3-day smoothed series is shown with a thick line). d) Ice 
concentration at endpoint moorings. Concentrations lower than the dotted line are not 
significantly different than open water. e) Daily range-average potential temperature profiles 
for the 6-4 path. Deep mixing seems to occur in discrete events in the third week of February 
and around the 7th, 17th, and 25th March. Inverse uncertainty is about ±0.08° near the 
surface, ±0.03°C at 500m, and ±O.Ol5°C at 1500m; isotherms may be in error by up to 
200m vertically near lOOOm. White contour lines are drawn at -l.l3°C and -l.l7°C. 
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the dashed profile which was observed on the 27th of February along the 3-4 path) is still 
visible in profiles that were taken near the edges of the ice hole, however profiles along the 
eastern half of the 6-4 path which were well within this opening have been cooled to greater 
depths. The inverse thus provides a lower bound to the maximum depth of mixing. By 
March 28th the deepening appears to have ended. This coincides with a levelling off in the 
heat content series (figure 7-1). 
Note that during this time the tomographically observed heat content changes are ba-
sically consistent with surface fluxes to within the error bounds (cf. figures 7-1 and 7-2). 
The deepening events are not well correlated with the presence of small amounts of surface 
ice. Although ice cover at mooring 4 increases and decreases before the deepening event of 
March 7th, this seems related more to conditions at the edges of the deep mixing region 
than to a general freezing/melting cycle (see figure 7-6). 
Numerical studies [Jones and Marshall, 1993) and observations of deep convection in 
the Mediterranean [Schott and Leaman, 1991) suggest that convection takes place within 
small (diameter < 1km) plumes that collectively homogenize a large-scale chimney whose 
horizontal scale can be estimated here from the size of the hole in the ice cover. Within 
each plume dense water sinks. Individual plumes are separated by larger regions of slower 
upwelling. There is little horizontal exchange with waters outside the chimney during con-
vection. The tomographic observations measure mean properties through the chimney, but 
by comparison with point observations we can derive some statistics for these plumes. Fig-
ure 7-11 shows a comparison of temperature time series derived from the 6-4 inverse with 
those measured by deep thermistors on mooring 6 (adapted from Schott et al. [1993]). These 
thermistor records, in conjunction with ADCP current profiles, have been interpreted as 
showing thin plumes of diameter approximately 350m in which cold water with a temper-
ature about 0.15°C lower than ambient is convecting downwards. The tomographic series 
show temperature decreases of about 0.03°C in 2 days at 1400m during each event, about 
double the predicted inverse uncertainty (decreases are smaller in the first event and larger 
in the second), and thus only marginally significant at that depth. Accepting the results 
at face value, and assuming that most of the path is within the chimney, this implies that 
plumes fill about 20% of the horizontal cross-sectional area of the chimney. More usually 
a plume separation distance is used to characterize the geometry of the convecting flow. 
Simply dividing the plume diameter by the areal fraction will result in an overestimate of 
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Figure 7-11: a) Thermistor records at 200m and 1400m on mooring 6 (adapted from Schott 
et al. [1993]) b) Daily temperature series from 6-4 one-way inverse at selected .depths with 
estimated uncertainties (largely due to random errors). The deep events that can be seen 
in the thermistor record on March 6th and 17th also show up in the tomographic series, 
albeit with smaller magnitudes and more smoothly in time. Note that both series sample 
slightly different regions of the gyre. 
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this distance, since the acoustic path will not, in general, pass through a plume's nearest 
neighbours, nor will it invariably pass through plume centers. Assume for simplicity that 
the plumes have a hexagonal horizontal cross-section and are packed most efficiently at 
the vertices of a hexagonal grid. Then we find using geometrical arguments that the ra-
tio of plume separation distance to plume diameter for an areal fraction of 0.20 is about 
y'O. 75/0.20 ~ 2. Most reasonable geometries give similar ratios, so it is likely that this is a 
good description of the actual plume field. Thus plumes with diameters of order 350m are 
located at horizontal spacings of about 700m. Also note that since the depth of convection 
is of order 1400m, the ratio of plume separation to plume depth is ~ 0.5, in good agreement 
with the values found in laboratory and numerical studies of rotating convection which are 
generally in the range 0.1-1 [Boubnov and Golitsyn, 1986; Klinger and Marshall, 1993), 
providing some independent confirmation of the correctness of the tomographic results. 
The "spikey" appearance of the deepening events may indicate a partial adjustment of 
the chimney. During the 3 weeks in which the mixed layer depth increases from ~400m 
to ~1500m, we estimate a vertical velocity from the rate at which -1.17° isotherm drops 
of about 0.5 mmjsec or 50 m/day (see figure 12). During the deepening events mean 
isotherms can drop at rates of order 2 mm/sec {200m/day) near 1000m (compare with the 
vertical velocities of order 3 em/sec inside plumes found by Schott et al. [1993]) , although 
no measureable change seems to be occurring near the surface. More rapid sampling would 
be useful for future tomographic observations of deep convection. 
7.4 Restratification phase 
As soon as the large negative surface fluxes cease, the deep mixing period ends. We can 
better understand this period by examining heat content changes using equation (7.3). 
The heat residuals resulting from subtracting the surface heat loss from the tomographic 
heat contents for all paths are shown in figure 7-12. Also shown is an interpretation of 
these residuals, divided into periods when the residuals are level and heat advection is 
unimportant,_ and periods in which the residuals slope and significant heat transport is 
occurring. Note that in the following discussion heat fluxes (energy changes in the water 
column) are expressed per unit horizontal area, even when they refer to the effects of 
horizontal transport. Once again we emphasize that the heat flux and heat content time 
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Figure 7-12: Heat residual series for all paths in 1989 (thin lines). Some paths have 2lines, 
indicating daily (one-way) and 3-daily (two-way) inverses are being shown. Superimposed 
on these curves are sloped (grayshaded) and level (blank) bars indicating periods in which 
heat advection is and is not important respectively. The thickness of these bars indicates 
the tomographic heat content uncertainty of ±9 x 107 Jm-2 . Biases in heat fluxes are 
estimated to be of order 50 Wm - 2 and will result in slope errors. Equivalent fluxes for 
some slope values are indicated at the bottom of the figure . 
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series were computed entirely independently. 
Horizontal heat advection occurs at two times in the period shown. During February 
there seems to be an inflow of warm water through the northern and eastern edges of the 
array. Presumably this is just a slight movement of the temperature dome in the direction 
of the prevailing currents. Following this, the residual series are level during March (the 
deep mixing period). Although surface waters everywhere are cooling, deep mixing (as 
discussed above) only occurs in the gyre center. Then there is a two month period in which 
about 109 Jm-2 enters the edges of the array region, implying an advective heat flux of 
about 200 wm-2 , and at least double this for paths 4-5 and 1-5. Note that the change 
is quite rapid for the 4-5 and 1-5 paths, which are perpendicular to this inflow, whereas 
changes are much slower on paths more aligned with the inflow, and that the magnitude 
of these advective fluxes are much greater than the biases in the surface heat fluxes, which 
were estimated in Chapter 6 to be of order 50 wm-2 on monthly timescales. During the 
restratification period, temperature profiles vary on short spatial and temporal scales. This 
spatial variability can also be seen in a closely-spaced CTD section through the Greenland 
Sea in June 1989 [Budeus et al., 1993, figure 8]. It is well-known that a large homogenous 
chimney will become baroclinicly unstable and break up into a number of eddies [Barnier 
et al., 1989; Hermann and Owens, 1991; Legg and Marshall, 1993], and this is presumably 
occurring here. Following this inflow, the residual series are again flat . This does not imply 
that eddy activity instantly ceases, merely that heat transported out of the array region by 
eddies is now being matched by that returned in other eddies. An large scale equilibrium 
in heat content has been reached so that the mean horizontal divergence of heat becomes 
insignificant. In fact, figure 7-2 shows an increased level of heat residual variability over 
the 6-4 path on time scales of less than one month from April onwards, compared with the 
generally smooth changes seen earlier. This is consistent with the existence of an eddy field. 
Thus mean water column warming from June onwards occurs entirely within the surface 
mixed layer and can be explained solely by local fluxes. However, one must be careful 
not to conclude that no advection is occurring. The seasonal climatology of the upper 
waters in the array region computed in chapter 3 shows that a freshening of the mixed layer 
usually occurs beginning in June and reaching a maximum in August/September. Thus 
the apparent absence of heat advection is due to small or non-existent horizontal gradients 
in the surface temperature field, or alternatively due to a large-scale homogeneity in the 
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surface fluxes which are primarily solar at this time. 
7.5 Conclusions 
The tomographic time series of temperature discussed here represent the first set of measure-
ments resolving temporal aspects of the large-scale thermal evolution of the deep convection 
region of the Greenland Sea Gyre. The timing of this experiment was particularly fortu-
nate, since wintertime convective activity in the Greenland Sea over the period 1986-1990 
reached depths of 200m, 1300m, 1600m [ GSP Group, 1990], and 250m [Budeus et al., 1993), 
so that the tomographic observations took place during a maximum. Description of the 
tomographic series falls naturally into three periods: a preconditioning phase, in which the 
fresh surface waters are slowly salinated by entrainment and by brine rejected during local 
ice formation, a deep mixing phase in which local heat fluxes deepen the mixed layer to ap-
proximately 1500m in a collection of small plumes which partially homogenize surrounding 
waters to form a cold chimney under a region of low ice cover, and a restratification phase 
in which the cold chimney breaks up into a large number of eddies which transport the 
newly formed cold intermediate water away and replace it with the warm AIW. Mixed layer 
temperatures fall to the freezing point in the preconditioning period, rise sharply by about 
0.5°C at the beginning of the deep mixing period, and thereafter slowly warm. Although 
this picture is not new, and similar ideas for various parts of this seasonal cycle have already 
been proposed [Roach et al., 1993; Schott et al., 1993; Budeus et al., 1993], the tomographic 
observations are the first direct evidence for this behavior. 
The large scale temperature changes in the gyre region can thus be explained solely 
by thermodynamic effects, without the necessity of introducing dynamical explanations for 
bringing AIW to the surface. Instead the surface waters are modified by the addition of salt 
through entrainment and brine rejected during ice formation until they match the density of 
the underlying AIW. However, the small-scale details of convection are not identified here -
it is not possible to say whether or not thermobaric effects will be important in generating 
deep water (if for no other reason than that none seems to have been formed). Comparisons 
of the tomographic mean temperature changes with those measured by thermistors imply 
that downward-convecting plumes occupy about 20% of the horizontal area of the chimney 
in vertical cells whose horizontal/vertical aspect ratio (or plume separation to plume depth 
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ratio) is ~ 0.5. Although this result has a large uncertainty since the tomographic changes 
are close to the margin of error, it in good agreement with the aspect ratios found in 
numerical and laboratory studies. 
The local formation of ice and its removal by the wind are necessary to increase the 
salinity of the upper waters in December and January, since wind-driven mixed layer deep-
ening alone cannot destabilize the water column. However once the density gradient has 
been eliminated the surface will remain largely ice free as heat mixed up from below will 
keep temperatures above the freezing point. Cycles of ice formation and melting do not 
seem to occur in the center of the deep mixing region, although they do appear around 
its periphery where the underlying stratification is stronger, and are linked with periods of 
large negative fluxes. 
There are a number of important implications of this scenario. First, deep mixing does 
not occur early in the winter, underneath the ice that covers the whole Greenland Sea. 
Presumably this will depend to some extent on the amount of fresh water that enters the 
gyre in the previous summer. Aagaard and Carmack [1989] estimate that only about 3% of 
the fresh water in the East Greenland Current enters the convective region of the gyre. Such 
a small fraction can have large interannual changes. If too much fresh water enters the gyre, 
or the winter is not particularly severe, then the density gradient will not be eliminated 
early enough to allow deep mixing to occur before the surface fluxes change sign. The rate 
of deepening can further be affected by the amount of underlying AIW, which will depend 
on the strength of the cyclonic circulation, which in turn may depend on the mean wind 
stress curl over the Greenland Sea [Meincke et al., 1992]. Thus the details of the ice cover 
on scales of 20km upwards may act as a proxy for the strength of deep convection. Because 
the ice-free region occurs inside the ice edge and can change rapidly, it is unlikely that ice 
charts made before the operational use of high-resolution satellite imagery became common 
will be accurate enough to reveal historical correlations; however this is a tool that can be 
used in the future. 
Secondly, downward convection occurs in a series of very rapid events lasting only a 
few days, covering only a small percentage of the convective region before homogenizing 
with the neighbouring waters. Thus it will be difficult to observe these processes with 
conventional ship observations. During February and March of 1989 at least 2 different 
ships made observations in the array region, but each cruise missed a deepening event by 
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several days. Standard moorings can provide rapid sampling, but it is difficult to predict in 
advance the exact location in which deep mixing will occur. We demonstrate here that the 
areal coverage provided by tomographic methods is useful in locating deep mixing, however 
future tomographic experiments observing convection should be designed to resolve events 
lasting at most several days. It should also be noted that a complete homogenization of 
the mixed layer was not observed, and also that deep mixing does not appear to be linked 
directly to surface ice formation either on large scales as shown by the SSM/I data, or 
on smaller scales since the surface waters are about 0.5°C above the freezing point during 
March. 
Thirdly, the presence of deep mixing is marked by spatial and temporal variability in 
the April-June period as the cold chimney breaks up into eddies. This variability can also 
be seen in closely-spaced CTD sections [Budeus et a/., 1993], and in variability of moored 
temperature records at intermediate depths in the gyre center (Schott et al. [1993]). 
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Chapter 8 
Future Directions 
In previous chapters we considered in detail the analysis of the Greenland Sea Tomography 
Experiment. To conclude this thesis, we will summarize the important results and outline 
a few of the broader research issues that can now be more profitably addressed in light of 
this understanding. 
8.1 Summary of Important Results 
An analysis of historical data was performed to determine the seasonal cycle of tempera-
ture and salinity in the Greenland Sea. Although the available data is scarce, and effects of 
interannual variability can not be completely removed, the results seem to be fairly robust 
and are useful as a baseline with which to compare observations for any particular year. By 
combining this climatology with the more detailed results from the Greenland Sea Tomog-
raphy Experiment (chapters 4-7), we can describe the thermal evolution of the gyre in the 
following stages (dates are approximate): 
Aug-Oct: Gyre surface salinity decreases due to the inflow of a thin layer of very fresh 
water, presumably meltwaters from the EGC. 
Nov-Jan: The surface mixed layer cools to the freezing point, and ice begins to form, 
increasing the salinity of the mixed layer. Removal of ice by surface winds results in 
a net fresh water export from the gyre. 
Feb-Mar: The surface mixed layer attains the density of the underlying AIW, and deep 
convection ensues. In spite of large surface heat losses, temperatures in the rapidly 
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deepening mixed layer rise due to the entrainment of the warm, salty AIW. 
April-July: Incoming solar radiation forms a shallow warm mixed layer. Underneath this 
layer, AIW flows in to replace the products of the winter cooling. 
Ice forms in the Greenland Sea Gyre because the surface waters are far too light to 
sink below the underlying AIW even when cooled to the freezing point. On the other 
hand, when this density barrier has been removed , mixing with lower waters will raise the 
temperature of the surface water above the freezing point so that the region of convection 
is ice free. The point at which the surface waters attain the density of the underlying AIW 
is marked by a sudden temperature rise, and is associated with the sudden disappearance 
of the surface ice. The weak remaining stratification can sometimes be overcome purely 
by surface heat loss, and vigorous downward convection proceeds during periods of strong 
negative fluxes . These periods are not long enough to completely homogenize the convective 
region, so that standard oceanographic stations do not, in general, observe a well mixed 
chimney. In surrounding waters, where the underlying stratification is stronger, mixing will 
proceed in a step-like fashion , with cycles of ice formation and melting, and in the region 
of permanent ice the insulation provided by the surface ice cover appears to prevent any 
deepening at all. 
Over much of the year, the changes in heat content in the gyre center occur solely in the 
mixed layer, and can be explained by purely local surface fluxes. The apparent contradiction 
with the earlier statement that a significant inflow of fresh water occurs in the summer can 
be explained by noting that the surface fluxes at this time (dominated by the incoming 
solar radiation) are similar over a wide geographical region. The exception occurs during 
the April-July restratification period. At this time the cold chimney formed by the deep 
convection becomes baroclinicly unstable and breaks up. Equivalently one can consider the 
restratification to occur via an eddy flux, which will produce a net convergence of heat for 
a period of about two months. After this period the large-scale statistics of the eddy field 
are uniform over the entire region, so that no more mean warming effect can be measured, 
although fluctuations in heat content can still be seen. 
We conclude that cooling of the AIW occurs during a brief winter period as a result of 
surface forcing alone. Characteristics of the surface waters are changed, allowing convection 
to proceed from the surface downwards. There is no reason to assume that dynamical 
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processes (for example, ice-edge upwelling), or complex advectivefdiffusive balances are 
necessary to cool the AIW. The short time scales of the forcing events (and the severity of 
the meteorological conditions at that time) makes observation ofthe convective events from 
ships unlikely - during March 1989 at least two different ships were working in this ' region; 
each missed a rapid deepening event by only a few days. On the other hand, the signature 
of mixing appears during the restratification as significant spatial or temporal variability in 
the temperature and salinity fields. 
We now consider some of the questions raised by this analysis. 
8.2 Convective Variability and Climate 
As was illustrated by figure 3-10, there appears to be a correlation between the depth of 
convection and the details of the surface ice cover, at least during the 1980s. Convective 
depths were greater during the 1988-89 winter than in most of the rest of the decade (ex-
cepting possibly the 1983-84 winter) . However, during 1988-89, convection was observed 
down to only about 1500m in the gyre center, and the modified waters were still not quite 
cold enough to replace the bottom water (excluding possible thermo baric effects as pro-
posed by Garwood (1991]). In fact it is generally accepted on the basis of interpretations 
of transient tracer observations [Schlosser et al., 1991; Rhein, 1991] that DWF did not 
occur to any great extent during the 1980s. Thus the applicability of these results to the 
general question of DWF can be questioned. To determine the plausibility of the scenario 
outlined above, we must consider climatic changes in all the factors governing convection. 
Unfortunately, questions about climate remain highly speculative due to the irregular na-
ture, variable quality, and low availability of long oceanographic time series. However, the 
results presented in this thesis are not incompatible with the available data. 
In figure 8-1a we have reproduced the time series of GSDW temperature originally 
discussed in Chapter 3. Making the not unreasonable assumption that the density structure 
has remained unchanged over this time (as was shown in chapter 3 the historical salinity data 
is not accurate enough to falsify this assumption), the variations in GSDW temperature will 
presumably be linked with salinity changes , which can be traced back through the source 
AIW and (eventually) to inflowing Atlantic Water (AW). If the AW becomes fresher, we 
might expect to see a colder GSDW. Conversely, a saltier AW might eventually appear as a 
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Figure 8-1: Climatic indicators in the Nordic Seas. a) GSDW temperature (error bars show 
actual data, shaded region links available yearly median values - see Chapter 3 for details). 
The thick solid line shows median yearly salinity in the upper lOOm of the Norwegian Sea 
measured at Ocean Weather Station M, shifted by one year. b) Monthly (thin line) and 
yearly (thick line) anomalies of ice cover for the Greenland Sea. Note the all-time maximum 
in ice cover during 1968-1970, associated with the GSA. c) Mean annual wind stress curl 
over the Greenland Sea (after Meincke et al. [1992]) . The thick line is 4 year running mean. 
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warmer GSDW. Although the required salinity variations in the GSDW are too small to be 
determined from the historical record, an excellent record of the inflowing Atlantic Water 
salinity is available from the 40 years of weekly stations taken at Ocean Weather Station 
(OWS) Min the Norwegian Sea (at approximately 65°N, 2°E). From this data a time series 
of yearly median salinity in the upper lOOm was computed, and is shown superimposed on 
the GSDW temperature series. In order to account for the time taken for water to travel 
from OWS M to the bottom of the Greenland Sea during years of DWF, the salinity curve 
was shifted horizontally until the agreement was best. The resulting shift of one year can 
be taken as a crude estimate of the propagation time scale for salinity anomalies to travel 
from the weather station into the gyre deep water. This estimate is interesting, since it is 
similar to the propagation times of anomalies between OWS M and the waters off Svalbard 
found by other methods but several years less than the time taken before these anomalies 
appear in the EGC near 75°N [Livingston et al., 1985; Dickson et al., 1988], implying that 
the source of AIW in the Greenland Sea gyre may lie to the south of the Fram Strait. Also 
note that the vertical scale of OWS M salinity has been adjusted for best agreement - the 
salinity variations seen there are about 5 times larger than those needed to keep GSDW 
density constant. 
The salinity curve overlies all available temperature measurements almost exactly, with 
two exceptions: 1969 and 1988-89, implying that during other times DWF was a regular 
occurence. During the period 1968-1972, the salinity time series would seem to predict 
GSDW temperatures of about -1.2°C. However, observations in 1969 show that temper-
atures were dose to -1.3°C (a similar value was found in February of 1971 by Malmberg 
[1983]1 ). This could occur if, for example, deep convection last took place in March 1967, 
and did not occur again until at least March of 1971. It was during precisely this period that 
areal coverage of ice in the Greenland Sea was at an all time maximum. Strong negative 
correlations between sea ice extent and surface salinity were found by Marsden et al. [1991] 
in the Iceland Sea. Figure 8-1b shows a time series of monthly and yearly areal anomalies 
of ice cover for the Greenland Sea computed by subtracting 36 year means from the Walsh 
dataset (see section 3.2 for a discussion of this ice product). The freshwater anomaly in the 
1 Although this paper concluded that convection to the bottom was seen, comparison of the published 
temperature, salinity, and oxygen profiles with those from the 1980s suggests that the depth of mixing was 
in fact somewhat less than lOOOm. 
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EGC associated with southward passage of the "Great Salinity Anomaly" (GSA) [Dickson 
et al., 1988; Mysak et al., 1990] in 1968-1971, apparently results in gyre waters becoming 
extraordinarily fresh, increasing the ice cover and preventing convection during this time. 
Note that the return of the GSA in the late 1970s (visible in the time series of Atlantic 
Water salinity) may have resulted in a very cold GSDW (with potential temperatures of 
about -1.4°C) for several years, with temperatures returning to about -1.3° in March 
of 1981. GSDW temperature was not measured during this period. However in 1901 the 
GSDW potential temperature was found to be -1.39°C [Aagaard, 1968], and although the 
weather station data is of no help for this early date, a salinity time series of North Atlantic 
Water in the Faeroe-Shetland channel beginning in 1902 [Dooley et al., 1984] indicates that 
the salinity of the inflowing Atlantic Water at that time was similar to that seen during the 
return of the GSA in the late 1970s. 
Thus it seems likely that much of the change in GSDW temperature is not related to the 
intermittency of convection, rather it appears that (until the 1980s) convection happened 
during most winters and that the temperature changes are due merely to salinity changes 
in the source water. 
It seems therefore that the fresh water "cap" can have a large influence on deep con-
vection, and that the intermittency of this deep convection cannot be seen solely though 
examination of the GSDW temperature. Only about 3% of the fresh water in the EGC ac-
tually enters the gyre [Aagaard and Carmack, 1989]. Since changes in this amount can have 
drastic effects on convection, a better understanding of the fresh water transport across the 
East Greenland Front is needed in order to understand convective variability. 
However, the statistics of the ice cover during the 1980s are very similar to those of the 
previous decades (excepting the GSA period), implying that the fresh water cycle of the 
gyre remains reasonably steady. Thus we cannot explain the cessation of DWF in 1980s 
through a possible excess of fresh water. As was discussed in chapter 7, the strength of 
the underlying stratification will determine whether or not surface cooling will mix rapidly 
downwards in convective plumes, or slowly in a series of steps requiring further buoyancy 
loss from ice formation to overcome successive density barriers. Thus the amount of AIW 
underneath the surface waters will presumably affect the depth of convection. If (in some 
large scale mean sense) the circulation in the Greenland Sea is cyclonic, then the amount of 
AIW in the gyre center will be related to the strength of the cyclonic circulation. Although 
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we have no direct measure of this strength, if one assumes that wind stress forcing is 
important in determining the gyre circulation, then the cessation of bottom water renewal 
could be linked to weaker winds. Indeed, figure 8-1c (adapted from Meincke et al. [1992]) 
shows that wind stress curl was much weaker during the 1980s then in the previous several 
decades. However, the understanding of this link is still at a very early stage and requires 
further work. 
8.3 Convective Processes 
As discussed in chapter 7, the tomographic results are consistent with deep mixing in a 
chimney occurring in a number of plumes in which dense water sinks downwards , rather 
than a wind-driven entrainment or a simple convective adjustment resulting in a well mixed 
mixed layer. However, there still remain some unknowns - in particular, the reason for the 
"spikiness" in the both the tomographic and thermistor temperature record (figures 7-10 and 
7-11). These issues can probably be best addressed using numerical models, such as those of 
Brugge et al. [1991] , in which transient forcing is applied over a stratified ocean. Observation 
of plumes in the ocean will be difficult using standard means, although new instruments 
(such as the subsurface autonomous torpedoes) may be useful in measuring the spatial 
parameters in a plume field. The necessity for thermobaric effects in the convection process 
has not yet been demonstrated, although an attempt to model tomographic observations 
(in particular the depth of convection) using the observed fluxes might help resolve this 
issue. 
In 1988-89, the convective region, in which surface temperatures were about 0.5°C above 
freezing, was marked by a permanent "hole" in the surface ice cover, implying that brine 
rejection was not important in driving the deep convection itself (it is important only during 
the preconditioning). Although analyses of surface ice based on satellite measurements have 
been made since the early 1970s, they are generally in the form of monthly means in which 
these small scale details will be smoothed out. Re-analysis of this large data base to look 
for this signature of deep convection may be useful. 
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8.4 Acoustic Tomography 
We conclude this thesis by discussing some technical aspects of the Greenland Sea To-
mography Experiment. Perhaps most importantly, tomographic methods were successfully 
used to determine the evolution of ocean structure. Inverse estimates, consistent with the 
available CTD profiles and thermistor series, provided a time series of temperature profiles 
averaged over various regions that was not possible otherwise. Areal averages seemed to 
be particularly useful in reducing the effect of variations on small spatial scales , allowing a 
useful comparison with the spatially smooth surface heat fluxes . 
However, as a workable technique tomography still has some shortcomings - in particular 
the low-power clocks need to be improved. Several instrument failures occurred. Although 
this did not seem to materially affect the analysis of the thermal evolution, it did adversely 
highlight the geometrical dependence of the number of paths on the number of instruments. 
For the available power, the array was close to its optimal size. Signal-to-noise ratios 
on the longest paths in particular were low enough that array gains from beamforming and 
time averaging were necessary, and unfortunately this meant that a getting robust results 
with a rapid sampling time was not possible. The two day gaps in records from moorings 
4 and 5 were a greater problem in analyzing the data since the actual convective events 
are very rapid, lasting a few days at most. Future tomographic experiments observing deep 
convection would find rapid sampling during the convective period to be useful. On the other 
hand, during the late summer and fall (i.e. June-December) changes to the thermal structure 
are quite steady and, unless one is interested in the details of the mixed-layer, sampling can 
be much more sparse. The biggest acoustic problems occurred during December-January, 
when near-surface propagation is greatly affected by the shallow cold mixed layer, although 
the deeper rays are largely unaffected. There seems to be no solution to this problem using 
standard tomographic methods which depend on a frequency-independent response over the 
signal bandwidth - broadband or full-wave methods must be used. For these purposes a 
more extensive vertical array may be useful. 
Only range-average inverses were computed here. This is fairly simple to do in theory 
(although even this simplicity requires some effort to produce useful results), and this is 
helpful in testing the parameter space and analyzing the solutions, but has the drawback 
that range-dependence can sometimes obscure the details of the evolution - note that much 
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of this analysis relies on the results along one path. Although other paths were not all 
in interesting areas, the area-spanning nature of the tomographic array was useful since 
it allowed examination of the deep convection no matter where it occurred. The fully 3D 
inverse being constructed by W. Morawitz (SIO) could allow better determination of the 
size and evolution of the convective chimney. 
Although not discussed in this thesis, reciprocal transmissions allow determination of 
along-track currents and vorticity. Analysis of this data might prove useful in identifying 
the source of the 50 day fluctuations in temperature profiles seen along the 1-5 path. 
There are still some acoustical issues to be addressed. In particular the change in 
amplitude associated with the spring transition is rather interesting, since it appears linked 
to a change in the sign of surface fluxes. Further work should be done in order to determine 
whether this can be adequately explained by increased coupling losses from the base of the 
mixed-layer. Preliminary results seem encouraging. 
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Appendix A 
Clock errors and their correction 
Useful tomographic observations require estimates of travel-time accurate to within a few 
ms (the usual rule of thumb being a clock accuracy of about 1 ms) . This requires extremely 
accurate clocks for long-term deployments- 1 ms in 1 year is an accuracy of 3 parts in 1011 • 
Clock time in currently used clocks is measured by counting vibrations of an oscillating 
crystal. The crystal nominally oscillates at some frequency / 0 , but in reality oscillates at 
some f = fo + /e, with fel fo ....., 10-6 - 10- 9 being the usual accuracy. Conceptually, we 
can can consider the "free-running" clock time tc(t) to be computed according to: 
tc = t! I fodt Jo . (A.1) 
Thus dock time will drift away from the actual time. fe can vary with ambient temperature 
in a non-trivial way, but will also change over time even at constant temperature ("ageing"). 
Ambient temperatures change on oceanic time scales, modified by the thermal inertia of 
the clock hardware. Little is usually known about the ageing characteristics of these clocks. 
To generate sufficiently accurate times, some method of compensating for the error fe 
must be used. In general there exists a tradeoff between accuracy and power consumption, 
which is dealt with in different ways in the two receiver designs used. The SIO receivers 
make periodic estimates Je of the error by comparing f with a rubidium standard which is 
turned on only for short periods of time to save power (i.e. they actually compute fe at time 
intervals which are small compared to the time scales on which fe is presumed to change). 
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Then the actual time is computed according to: 
ft • 
tc = Jo f / fo - /e/ fodt (A.2) 
Although in practise there are some difficulties associated with the length of time between 
estimates Je, it will be assumed that these clocks keep "perfect" time in the following 
discussion. 
However, the rubidium standards still require a lot of power even when run only peri-
odically. The Webb receivers attempt to infer the error fe by assuming it to be entirely 
temperature-dependent. Thus measurements of ambient temperature H(t) are used in con-
junction with a pre-deployment temperature/frequency calibration curve g to estimate /e/ fo 
and perform corrections "on the fly" . Conceptually we have 
(A.3) 
(in practise the correction terms are computed at 10 second intervals rather than continu-
ously). This strategy is used to build clocks with far lower power consumption. Clocks are 
embedded in a thermal mass with a time constant of 14 hours to reduce the effect of sudden 
temperature changes, which can cause a skew error in the corrections. In this experiment, 
the skew error due to the "thermal shock" of deployment was minimized by keeping the 
clocks on deck so that they had already adjusted to the near-freezing ambient temperatures 
before being synchronized (S. Liberatore, pers . comm. 1991), and is estimated at 0.05ms. 
Although the actual oscillator time constant was about 20 ± 4 minutes greater than that 
of the thermistor due to the packaging, it is estimated that this difference would cause an 
additional skew error of less than 0.03ms at all times during this deployment. Thus skew 
errors will be ignored. Any frequency bias remaining then appears (in theory) as a small 
linear drift in clock time, easily correctable using pre- and post- deployment synchroniza-
tions. It had been estimated before the experiment that a linear drift of about lOOms would 
occur. 
In practise, a number of problems arose. On recovery of the instruments, it was dis-
covered that the mooring 5 clock had drifted about 1.2s, an error of at least one order of 
magnitude greater than that expected. After examination of the acoustic data and a recal-
ibration, it was found that the error was strongly temperature dependent - the result of a 
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problem in the original calibration which did not go to low enough temperatures and some 
unusually unsmooth temperature/frequency characteristics for this particular oscillator at 
low temperatures. The original and recalibration data are shown in figure A-1. Luckily, 
engineering measurements of clock parameters (including the thermistor readings H(t)) 
were stored at 12 hour intervals for the duration of the experiment. Using the recalibration 
and these stored engineering measurements, a "blind" clock correction was computed that 
accounted for almost 1s of the 1.2s drift. 
The remaining errors in the mooring 5 clock and the errors in the mooring 4 clock 
were then examined using the travel-time difference series which are roughly proportional 
to along-track velocity and are sensitive to clock errors but quite insensitive to mooring 
motion errors. The travel-time differences can be bounded using a priori knowledge of the 
current magnitudes in the array region, from , e.g. the numerical model of Legutke [1991), and 
from the observations of Schott et al. [1993) . A simple linear drift correction to both clocks 
resulted in quite unbelievably large currents at some times during the year. The qualitative 
appearance of the difference series from all paths for which reciprocal time series were 
available suggested that superimposed on a frequency offset error (linear clock drift) was 
a small frequency variation due possibly to ageing of the oscillator crystals. Unfortunately 
almost nothing is known about the ageing characteristics of these clocks, although it is 
presumed to be "smooth". 
Thus in order to compute a clock correction which would result in believable currents, 
it was necessary to assume some kind of "smooth" correction specified parametrically, and 
then use the travel-time difference series to estimate the unknown parameters in a fitting 
procedure. Since we do not know what the actual travel-time differences should be, there 
is a degree of arbitrariness to the computed corrections. Luckily we do have some current 
meter records at various locations, and these velocities (suitably resolved in the along-track 
direction) should have some resemblance to the travel-time difference series . The ageing 
error was parametrized as a low-order polynomial in time A(t) and/or ambient temperature 
T(H). It is assumed that these errors are additive, so that the remaining clock error can 
be written as: 
Ce = A(t) +lot T(H)dt (A.4) 
with Ce 0 at the pre-deployment synchronization. Unfortunately it was not possible 
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Figure A-1: Clock calibration data for mooring 5 clock. a) Clock correction in units of 
w-10secs/10secs as a function of "heat sum" (internal temperature units) measured during 
calibrations in May/87 (PTO), May/88 (PTl), and (at low temperatures only) May/91 
(PT2). Note the similarity in shape of the curves. Changes in time are due to ageing. The 
predeployment calibration PT1 did not go to low enough temperatures, so the correction 
used (thin line) is extrapolated inappropriately b) Difference between the clock correction 
curve used in the mooring 5 clock and that found in PT1. The constant offset for heat sums 
greater than 4500 is due to ageing, the large errors for smaller heat sums are due to the 
bad original calibration 
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to use the post-deployment synchronization data as another constraint because H(t) was 
not recorded for the last month of the experiment. For the mooring 5 clock, the tem-
perature dependence was assumed to have been removed completely by the recalibration 
(note the constant differences in the curves at the right hand side of figure A.1 b), so that 
the error was time dependent only. For the mooring 4 clock, it was not clear which error 
would be more important, thus corrections were computed with either time-dependence or 
temperature-dependence (but not both). Roughly speaking, the "smoothness" of the cor-
rection is inversely proportional to the number of unknown parameters being estimated, i.e. 
the polynomial order. As the polynomial order increases, the correction time series become 
wigglier, and it is more likely that variability in the travel-time series due to ocean processes 
is being ascribed to clock error. Thus one would prefer to use the lowest order correction 
that gives "reasonable" results (in terms of similarity between current meter records and 
travel-time differences). 
Polynomial orders of 2, 3 and 4 were used. To determine the polynomial coefficients, 
a least-squares fit was performed by minimizing the variance of all of the resulting travel-
time difference series about some unknown mean (i.e. modelling the velocities as a "mean 
plus white noise"), assuming that the clocks on moorings 1 and 6 were "perfect". Five 
reciprocal paths were used in the correction. As polynomial orders increased, the variance 
decreases since more of the "data" is classified as clock error. Figure A-2 shows the resulting 
corrections for all cases. The m5 corrections are all fairly similar and are somewhat parabolic 
in time implying a linear in time frequency drift (an attempt to model the remaining m5 
error as a function of temperature resulted in abysmal results). Choosing the most correct 
form for the m4 errors was not as easy, but judging by qualitative agreement with current 
meter data using a 4th order T(H) correction gave best results. 
Errors in this correction are estimated by looking at the spread for all the possible 
corrections in figure A-2. The resulting correction is believed to be accurate within ±1ms 
for scales of less than 1 week, and accurate to within ±2ms for time scales of about 100 
days. 
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Clock Correction (after linear correction) 
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Figure A-2: A straight line drift of 98.56ms has been removed from the m4 corrections, 
and a drift of 312ms (with an offset of !Oms) was removed from the m5 correction. All 
m5 corrections are roughly parabolic, but the m4 corrections have a more complicated 
shape. The P91 curve represents an early attempt to correct the m5 clock using travel-time 
information from only the 4-5 path. Asterisks mark the deployment and recovery times. 
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Appendix B 
Estimating currents using 
navigated moorings 
The taut moorings used in the Greenland Sea Tomography Experiment were navigated using 
3 or 4 element bottom transponder arrays. Rotary spectra of mooring motion exhibited 
peaks at the expected tidal frequencies, but the amplitudes of these peaks were inconsistent 
with predicted values for either velocities or displacements. 
Here we develop a simple method by which currents can be estimated using the obser-
vations of mooring position relative to the anchor location. The response of the mooring 
to the current field is to lean in the direction of the current at low frequencies and to move 
with the water column at high frequencies . At tidal and inertial frequencies the response is 
a combination of the two effects, leading to the observed diagreement. 
B.l Theory 
The mooring dynamics and notation are based on the simplified model of Howe and Munk 
[1988]. Since the drag elements on the taut moorings used for tomography are concentrated 
near the upper float , we assume a point drag element at the end of a straight mooring 
cable of length L anchored at the origin (with z positive upwards). Then there is a balance 
between the vertical buoyancy B and horizontal drag force F: 
Bx=Fz (B.1) 
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where x = (x, y) is the horizontal displacement, and x2 + y2 + z2 = L 2. Since lxl ~ L, we 
have z ~ L. The depth below the surface to the drag elements, hM, is also constant, and 
in this case is ~ 75m. We use a quadratic drag law to model interactions with the ambient 
horizontal velocity field u: 
F = k · (u- x)lu- :XI, x = dxjdt (B.2) 
where k is a (dimensioned) drag coefficient. Now, we solve for u as a function of x by 
substituting (B.2) into (B.1) and recognizing that 
lxl = (kL/ B)lu- xl2 (B.3) 
to find 
x(B/kL)112 • 
u = lxll/2 + x (B.4) 
Mooring response will be determined by the partition between the displacement and velocity 
terms. Increasing the buoyancy or decreasing the drag and/or mooring length will "stiffen" 
the mooring and cause it to respond more by leaning in the direction of the currents than 
by moving with them. For the moorings considered here we use kL/ B = 7 x 104s2m-1 . 
B.2 Mooring Response 
Using {B.4) we compute the velocity at hM ~ 75m. The time derivative of mooring position 
was computed using Fourier transforms rather than centered differences. Using centered dif-
ferences to estimate derivatives filtered frequencies greater than about 5 cpd quite severely. 
Figure B-1 shows spectra of predicted velocity u and mooring velocity :X for one partic-
ular mooring. Also shown are the frequencies and amplitudes of predicted tidal velocities 
at this mooring (B. Gjevik, pers. comm.). The agreement between the computed and 
actual tidal velocities is quite good, keeping in mind that a tomographic determination of 
tidal velocities found that K1 tides were about 50% larger than predicted [Worcester et al., 
1993). By far the dominant characteristic is the peak at inertial frequencies, which hides 
the nearby tidal components , but one can also see a smaller peak near the first harmonic. 
There also seems to be more energy at negative frequencies in general than at positive ones , 
although the reverse is true at the identifiable tidal frequencies. 
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Figure B-1: Rotary spectrum of mooring 6 velocity computed from hourly observations 
(lower curve), and of water velocity (upper curve) computed from the mooring positions 
(see text)- Shaded regions represent 95% confidence intervals for the spectral estimates. 
Normalization will show true amplitudes of tidal lines. Predictions of various tidal ampli-
tudes are indicated by labelled crosses. K1 tides are about double the expected amplitude, 
while M2 peaks are approximately correct. The inertial peak near -1.93 cpd is a dominating 
feature of the spectra. 
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Figure B-2: Ratio of the mooring and water velocity power spectra for several moorings. The 
limiting cases of velocity and displacement responses are shown by the thick lines . Moorings 
respond primarily by leaning in the direction of the prevailing current at frequencies less 
than about 1.5 cpd, but move with the flow at frequencies greater than about 10 cpd. In 
the range of tidal and inertial frequencies, both factors are important. 
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The dominant response of the mooring to the observed spectrum of ocean currents can 
be investigated using the ratio of mooring position and water velocity power spectra. There 
are two limiting cases: 
IX(w)l -I 
displacement response: IU(w)l f'V w (B.5) 
in which the mooring moves with the water particles , and 
velocity response : I X ( w) I f'V C 
IU(w)l o (B.6) 
in which the mooring leans in the direction of the currents. Figure B-2 shows this ratio 
for several different moorings from the Greenland Sea Tomography Experiment. For fre-
quencies lower than about 1.5 cpd the mooring displacement is proportional to the water 
velocity, while for frequencies greater about 10 cycles per day the mooring displacement is 
proportional to water displacement. Near the tidal and inertial frequencies, the response is 
a mixture of the two. This implies that current meters will not sense the true currents at 
frequencies greater than about 1.5 cpd. 
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Appendix C 
Glossary 
ADCP 
AIW 
AODW 
AW 
CBDW 
CEAREX 
DMSP 
DWF 
EBDW 
EGC 
GSA 
GSDW 
IGY 
MIZ 
MLM 
NADW 
NSDW 
ows 
SDB 
SIZEX 
SSM/I 
SST 
UKMO 
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler 
Arctic Intermediate Water 
Arctic Ocean Deep Water 
Atlantic Water 
Canadian Basin Deep Water 
Coordinated Eastern Arctic Experiment 
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program 
Deep Water Formation 
Eurasian Basin Deep Water 
East Greenland Current 
"Great Salinity Anomaly" 
Greenland Sea Deep Water 
International Geophysical Year 
Marginal Ice Zone 
Mixed layer model 
North Atlantic Deep Water 
Norwegian Sea Deep Water 
Ocean Weather Station 
Severely Damaged Brain 
Seasonal Ice Zone Experiment 
Special Sensor Microwave Imager 
Sea Surface Temperature 
United Kingdom Meteorological Office 
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